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NOTICE.

Customers unacquainted with the different kinds of plants that bloom throughout the season, would be advantageously supplied, if, in giving orders, they state the object they wish to effect, also the sum they wish to expend, giving the names of what they already have, when a selection will be made suitable for the purpose; and doubtless prove more satisfactory than if made by themselves, as it is no easy matter to judge of varieties by reading a description. Where selections are left to us, purchasers may depend upon receiving the best sorts and the best plants,

Orders by mail promptly attended to. We desire to be informed of any error or omission (should any occur), so that it may be corrected at once, as it is our desire to satisfy all who may favor us with their orders.

All plants sent out by this establishment will be carefully packed and delivered on board of steamboat or railroad, free of charge, after which they are at risk of purchaser.

Special attention is called to our surplus collections of Plants for Bedding purposes.—See page, 6.

Bouquets, Wreaths, Baskets, Crosses, and other Floral Decorations, arranged in the best style of art, to order. This department is made a speciality, under the direct supervision of W. C. Wilson & Brothers, who have made every arrangement to have on hand a constant supply of the rarest and choicest flowers, at all times, thus enabling them to execute orders received by mail or telegraph at short notice.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and other bulbous roots, imported fresh every year. Flower and Vegetable Seeds of every description supplied at market rates.

W. C. Wilson & Bros.,

43 West Fourteenth Street,

New York.
Abutilon Thompsonii.

An exquisitely beautiful variety of the well known Chinese Bell Flower with foliage mottled or marked with bright yellow, retaining the variegation during the hottest summer months. Very effective when planted with other plants, or used in Ribbon Border. Price 25 and 50 cents each.
PLANTS FOR GROUPS OR LAWNS.

Arundo Donax.

This is a very beautiful and ornamental reed-like plant, growing about six feet high, with broad lance-leaved foliage of the deepest green. Magnificent for lawns. Price 50 cents each.

ARUNDO DONAX VARIEGATA.

This is a scarce and beautiful variety of the same habit as Arundo Donax, having the foliage beautifully striped with white. Price 1.00

Bocconia Japonica.

This is a noble plant for lawn decoration, recently introduced from Japan. It is of the most luxuriant growth, forming a bush five or six feet in height, and producing a profusion of beautiful pyramidal spikes of flowers, from two to three feet in length, from August until frost. The leaves are very large and serrated like the leaves of the oak, and of a sombre green color. For planting as a single specimen on the lawn or in groups, it is unsurpassed. It is perfectly hardy, requiring no protection through the winter. Price 25 cents each.

Colocasia (Caladium) Esculentum.

One of the most attractive ornamental foliaged plants in cultivation, growing about five feet high, with heart-shaped leaves of an immense size, being from two to four feet in length by one and a half to two and a half feet in breadth and which are very smooth and of a light green color, beautifully variegated with dark green. It is of the easiest culture, and will grow in almost any soil. Price 25 cts., strong roots, 50 cts each.
Canna.

A stately species of plants highly ornamental and effective, producing a rich and oriental effect, by their large, broad, massive foliage, which resembles the banana, growing from three to six feet high, and producing flowers in racemes of crimson, scarlet and buff colors. It is exceedingly ornamental, and imparts a tropical appearance to any garden where it is grown, and unsurpassed for massing on lawns. Price, named varieties, 50 cents; $4.50 per doz: varieties, without name, large roots, 3.00 per dozen.

ANNEI, Large glaucous foliage, free bloomer.
BONNETTI,—Glaucous leaves suffused with brown flowers, bright red.
COCCINEA,—Fine foliage, scarlet flowers, extra.
INDICA,—Noble foliage, very effective when in bloom.
GIJANTEA,—Enormous Leaves, scarlet flower.
RUBRA PERFECTA,—Leaves olive green and purple medrib.
WARSCHEWIEZL,—Bright green leaves, with dotted margin, flowers bright scarlet.
NEPANLESIS, NERVOSA AMEII, NERVOSA, ELATA MICROPHYLLA CROCEA, SPECTABILIS, SELLOWII,

JAPANESE MAIZE.

This is a splendid plant for decorative purposes, growing about five feet in height, with bright green leaves, ribboned with stripes of white. It is unsurpassed for grouping in lawns, or for interspersing among shrubbery. Price, $1.50 per dozen.

Gynerium Argentum (Pampas Grass.)

A highly ornamental, reed-like grass, from South America, attaining a height of six or seven feet, with magnificent plumes of white flowers, measuring from one to two feet in length, excelling for massing in lawns, where it presents a magnificent appearance. Its roots can be preserved through the winter by keeping in a cellar or cold frame. Price 50 cents to $1.00 each, according to size.

WILSON'S Surplus Collection of Bedding Plants.

Consisting of showy varieties of Bedding Plants which have been grown in excess of our requirements, and which we offer at the undermentioned cheap rates: on condition that the selection is left entirely to ourselves. These collections are specially suited to those of our customers who wish to make a display at a small expense.
As the contents of these collections are varied, from time to time, to suit the requirements of our stock, we cannot undertake in any case to send a list of contents.

Collection No. 1.—50 plants. Price, $5.00.
Collection No. 2.—100 plants. Price. $8.00.
Collection No. 3.—200 plants, 10 varieties. Price, $15.00.
Collection No. 4.—300 plants, 12 varieties, Price $20.00.

The above collections consist, in part, of the following well-known

BEDDING PLANTS:

Ageratum, Geraniums, in variety,
Alternanthea, Heliotropes,
Calceolarius, Iresine, in variety,
Cannas, Lantanas,
Coleus, Lobelias,
Cuphea, Petunias,
Carnations, Salvias,
Dahlias, Fuschias

Verbenas. &c., &c.

WILSON'S

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.

Salvia Splendens (Variegata.) NEW.

This is a much desired novelty of decided merit. Heretofore about the only objection raised against the Salvia was want of bloom and beauty during the summer months. But with this beautiful variety the objection is removed. The foliage being beautifully variegated white and green, the colors being about equally divided, but retaining the same habit and free blooming qualities of the well-known favorite variety Salvia Splendens. Price, 25 cts. each.
Dianthus Heddewigii Diadematus.

DOUBLE DIADEM PINK.

A magnificent double Pink after the style of D. Heddewigii; but more dwarf and compact in habit, with flowers from two to three inches in diameter, and of the most gorgeous colors, varying from the most delicate pink to the deepest purple, with most beautiful markings and flowering throughout the season, $1.50 per dozen.

Stevia Variegata. 

A very beautiful variegated variety of this well-known plant (raised by us the last season,) with foliage finely and evenly variegated white and green, flowering similar to Stevia Odorata, of which it is a sport. It will, no doubt, become a popular plant for pot culture, being extremely beautiful, even when out of flower. Price, 50 cents each.
Lychnis Flos Cuculi Pleno.

**Double White Lychnis.**

A valuable plant for summer bouquets; flowers pure white, two inches in diameter, resembling a double carnation.—It blooms from middle of June to October. Entirely hardy in this section. Price, 30 cts. each. $3.00 per dozen.

Hesperis Matronalis Variegata.

A very pretty dwarf plant, with light green leaves, edged with white. Throwing up spikes of double white flowers, very fragrant. Excellent for baskets, rock work, and vases. Price, 25 cents each.

Panicum Plicatum (fol Variegata.) **NEW.**

A very pretty and desirable decorative and rank growing grass, with deep green foliage, striped white, attaining a height of about 2 feet. Excellent for interspersing with other foliaged plants in open border. Hardy. Price, 50 cents each.

Allysum (fol Variegata.)

This is similar in habit to the common Sweet Allysum, but with foliage deeply variegated white. For border, edgings, or ribbon lines, it is unsurpassed. Price, $2.00 per dozen.

Boussingaultia Lachaumii. **NEW.**

A beautiful variegated variety of the well-known Maderia Vine, but of a shrubby habit, attaining a height of about 18 inches; the foliage (which is variegated green and white) retains its variegation throughout the hottest summer months, thereby making it one of the best variegated plants yet introduced for general cultivation. Flower pink; perfumed similar to mignonette. Price, 25 cents each.

Coleus.

The Coleus are know too well-known to require any description, their reputation as a plant for bedding or massing being world-wide. Concerning the “New Golden Coleus,” we take the following descriptive remarks from the London Gardeners' Chronicle.

“The new varieties differ from the others chiefly in their colors, which are of indescribably rich tints of bronzy crimson, varying in shade and intensity, and having a peculiarly lustrous glow, which gives the effect of shot silk, the shot color being in some cases of a brighter crimson, in others a rich magenta purple, while the margin, sometimes broader, sometimes reduced to the tips of the crenatures, is of a yellow-green, and forms, as it were, a golden brace-like edging.”
New Golden Coleus.

ALBERT VICTOR.—Centre of leaf bronzy red, stained with blotches of purplish carmine, with broad golden margin.

AMERICA.—Rich chocolate purple, with golden margin.

BARON ROTHSCILD.—Centre of leaf bright bronzy crimson, with golden margin.

BEAUTY OF WIDMORE.—Distinctly tricolored, leaves beautifully shaped, dark brilliant maroon, belted with bright rose and green, edged with silvery white.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH.—A magnificent variety, with beautiful rich crimson foliage, golden margin.

GERARD.—Foliage, centre of light crimson, stained with blotches of purplish carmine, broad golden margin.

GENERAL JACKSON.—Centre of leaf deep purple, veined with light green, golden margin.

PRINCESS ROYAL.—Leaf deep bronzy crimson, margined bright yellow.

PRINCESS BEATRICE. Leaves of a golden green hue, the main veins and margin marked and lined with crimson.

PRINCE LEOPOLD.

QUEEN VICTORIA.—Rich bronzy crimson, bright yellow edged, somewhat broken, with crimson veinings. Extra.

WASHINGTON.—Centre of leaf crimson, stained with green, golden margin.

WILLIAM PENN.—Centre of leaf bronzy crimson, with broad rich golden margin.

Price, 50 cents each. $5.00 per dozen.

Coleus, (General Collection.)

ATTRACTION.—Pea green foliage, mottled with rich chocolate colored spots.

AUREA MARGINATA.—Centre of leaf crimson, margin deep yellow, sparkled with purple.

BAUSEII.—Rich chocolate purple foliage, striped and shaded purple and green.

BEAUTY.—Leaves rich chocolate, green fimbriated margin.

EXCELLENT.—Maroon foliage, netted with light green.

GREAT REPUBLIC.—Leaves deep purple, with maroon spots, edged with green.

MARSHALLII.—Rich chocolate, purple green margin.

MARMORATA.—Leaves crimson foliage, mottled with yellow.

SALUTE.—Deep green foliage, traversed with network of purple.

SPANGLE.—Leaf rich green, with network of crimson.

SANDERSII.—Leaves rich purple, mottled green.

VAN HOUTTII.—Rich deep green foliage, speckled and splashed with crimson.

VERSCHAFFELDTII.—Leaf rich velvety crimson,—finest bedding sort.

Price 25 cents each. $2.50 per dozen.
Double Portulacca.

A very pretty variety of these well known favorite producing flowers, which are perfectly double, resembling miniature roses, they are admirably adapted for planting in clumps or edgings, the brilliancy and richness of color when massed making them exceedingly showy and ornamental, Price, $1.00 per doz.

Achyranthus.

ACHYRANTHUS ACUMINATA,

A very neat and picturesque leaved plant, for garden decoration with rich crimson stems, and dark red acuminated leaves, marked with a salmon red midrib and light crimson under surface. Very effective when planted with silver leaved plants. Price, 25 cents each.

ACHYRANTHUS LINDENII.

A beautiful variety well adapted for decorative beds and ribbon lines. It is of a dwarf and compact habit, with narrow lanceolate leaves of a deep red color. When planted in a sunny position reflecting tints of red and purple, Price, 25 cents each.

ACHYRANTHUS BORBONICA.

A pretty variety admirably adapted for massing; the color of the foliage being of a deep purple habit, somewhat dwarfer than the other varieties. Price, 25 cents each.
ACHYRANTHUS VERCHAFELDTII.

A beautiful variety, having brilliant dark crimson leaves with ribs and stems of a bright carmine, purple shade and a metallic vein running throughout the plant, giving it a very pleasing appearance. A neat habit growing about a foot and a half high excellent for ribboning. Partial shade. Price, 25 cents each.

ACHYRANTHUS AUREUS RETICULATUS

This is of the same form and style of growth as A. Verchafeldtii, with light green foliage, beautifully veined with yellow; stems crimson, forming a beautiful contrast with the foliage. Very effective. Price, 25 cents each.

Lobelia.

Plants of easy growth, delight in moist, half-shaded ground or cool latitudes. The dwarf sorts make beautiful edgings, and are much used in hanging vases. Price, $2.00 per dozen.

LOBELIA MISS MURPHY.

A very pretty dwarf compact variety which will no doubt become popular. When planted in the open border it forms a circular tuft about a foot or more in diameter. Flowers, pure white. Excellent for baskets or shady border. Price, 25 cents each, $2.50 per dozen.

Tricolored Geraniums.

This magnificent class of Geraniums have created much excitement on the continent of Europe and are destined to take a high position in the estimation of all lovers of the beautiful in this country, presenting beauties in their transcendently beautiful foliage equal to that of the butterfly. It is impossible to convey an adequate idea of their beauty in any written description. They have only to be seen to be appreciated. Price, 50 cents each. $5.00 per doz.

LADY CULLUM.

Broad rich leaf zone. Rich bronze crimson ground, suffused and bordered by a beautiful flame color.

SOPHIA DEMARESQUE.—Rich golden leaf margin, brilliant flame, tinted scarlet zone.

ITALIA UNITA.—Silver white leaf margin, zone bright, carmine rose; flowers scarlet, white eye.

SUNSET.—Golden margin, zone of bronze, red and crimson.

DANTE.—Edge orange yellow; zone fine shaded bronze.

DR. NEIBERT.—Large and beautifully lobed, vandyke zone, barred and striped with crimson, deep yellow margin.

MRS. SOPHIA MESSEBERG.—Dark green foliage, crimson maroon zone, sometimes variegated.

COUNTESS OF TYRCONNELL.—Zone of dark bronze, edged and tinted with bright carmine.

MRS. BENYON.—Rich golden yellow, zone shaded with red, dwarf grower, scarlet flowers.

MRS. POLLOCK.—Bronze red zone, with rays of bright crimson overlapping a rich golden yellow margin.

QUADRICOLOR.—Creamy white margin, zone flamed with red, pink and crimson.

COUNTESS OF WARWICK.—Broad white margin, zone dark bronze, banded with pink.
QUEEN MARY.—Dark shaded zone, very effective.

MOONBEAM.—Creamy white leaf margins, and carmine rose zone; flowers; scarlet carmine color.

PICTURATA.—Broad silver margin, zone beautifully shaded rose.

VERNON.—Broad white border and rose colored zone; flowers carmine rose color.

TRICOLOR NOSEGAY.—Creamy yellow border, merging into silver white; flowers scarlet.

RAINBOW.—Silver white margin and red zone; flowers scarlet.
Double Flowered Geraniums.

A new and beautiful section of this well-known plant, producing double flowers, and are cultivated as easily as the single varieties. They will, no doubt, become very popular, as the blossoms do not shed their petals, hence they remain in flower a long time, and are useful in a variety of ways, where the single varieties are all almost worthless. They are first-class bedding plants. Price, 50 cents each, except where noted.

TRIOMPHE DE THUMESNIL.
A free, vigorous branching habit, with remarkable large compact trusses of rosy violet, carmine flowers, perfectly double. Extra.

SURPASSE "GLORIE DE NANCY."—A strong vigorous grower; flower very double; color bright scarlet.

MADAME ROSE CHARMEAUX.
A beautiful variety, and perfect counterpart in growth, and blooming as the well-known Tom Thumb and Crystal Palace Scarlet Geraniums. Produces a profusion of brilliant scarlet double flowers in trusses one-third larger than the single one, and by the continued duration of their bloom, are admirably adapted for conservatory decoration.

TRIUMPH (NEW.)—A variety of robust habit, producing immense trusses of full rosette-like flowers of a brilliant scarlet.

WILHELME PFIFFER.—Bright scarlet, immense trusses. Price, 75 cents each.

TOM POUCE.—This is a very promising variety, which we think is an improvement on Madame Rose Charmeaux. Flowers brilliant scarlet; large flower and truss.

MADAM LEMOINE.—A free compact habit, flower truss extra large and double color bright rose. Price, 25 cents to $1.00 each. [See Plate.]

ANDREW HENDERSON.
A splendid variety, of a free and vigorous branching habit, with truss of extraordinary size, each containing from 60 to 80 blossoms and very double; color deep scarlet lake

TRIOMPHE DE LORRAINE.
Habit dwarf and compact; large compact trusses of double flowers of a bright cherry carmine color.

CAPTAINE LE HERMITE.
A plant of medium growth, and neat, compact habit; free bloomer, flowers very double; large truss, of a rose tinted amaranth color.

RANUNCULÆFLORA.—A vigorous grower, producing flowers like Scarlet Turban Ranunculus, the leaves measuring four inches across. $3.00 per dozen.

GLORIE DE NANCY.—A plant of robust habit, with trusses of full, rosy carmine colored flowers. A fine variety. $3.00 per dozen.
WILSON'S CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.
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VICTOR LEMOINE.
Trusses and blooms of fine quality; color dazzling scarlet; dwarf habit; free bloomer; double. New, $1.00 each.

EMILE LEMOINE.—Intermediate shade of red; very distinct. Double. New, $1.00 each.

BOUQUET TOUT FAIT.—New, $1.00 each.

LAURENT DE LASALLE.—New, $1.00 each,

New Lilliputian Zonale Geraniums,

A very interesting and distinct form of the Zonale section, which we imported from England, the growth being quite distinct from the ordinary dwarf kinds hitherto known, being proportionately vigorous, but with diminutive foliage, and flowers equal in size to the varieties of large growth.

BABY BOY.—Scarlet, white eye.
CUPID.—Light copper rose, white centre.
LITTLE DORRIT.—Salmon rose, white eye.
LITTLE DEAR.—Delicate rose, with white spots.
LITTLE GEM.—Brilliant vermillion, white centre.
LITTLE HARRY.—Carmine scarlet, white eye.
PRETTY JEMIMA.—Brilliant scarlet, white centre.
RUSTIC BEAUTY.—Carmine, white centre.
TOM TIT.—Brilliant scarlet, white eye.

Price, 50 cents each. For the set, $3.00

Centaurea Gymnocarpa.

A beautiful downy white foliaged plant, with drooping fern-like leaves, forming a graceful rounded bush about two feet in diameter. Splendid for ribboning or bedding, forming a beautiful contrast with dark foliaged plants. Price, 50 cents each.
Tricytus.

Very beautiful late flowering hardy, herbaceous plants, producing flowers in spikes about six inches in length, resembling in their peculiar form and markings, some varieties of air plants, and possessing a fragrance resembling the heliotrope.

T. Grandiflora, color lilac, marbled white.
"Floridus Nigiris.
"Nigra. 50 cents each.
Centaurea Candidissima.

A beautiful plant, with white downy foliage, growing about two feet in height, and forming a magnificent contrast with Coleus or other dark foliaged plants. Indispensable for ribbon system. Price, from 25 to 50 cents each.

Cineraria Maritima.

A thrifty growing plant of good habit, with downy white leaves which are deeply cut. Good for contrast with dark foliage plants. Price, 25 cents each.

Centaurea Ragusina Compacta.

This most effective plant is an improved form of the well-known *C. ragusina (candidissima)* of a more neat, compact, and dwarf habit, and free from the wide spreading and coarse summer growth of *C. ragusina*. Price, $1.00 each. New.

Trifolium Repans Pentaphyllum.

A very pretty variety of the Clover tribe, with four and five leaves to a stem, each leaf having a very dark centre, nearly black, margined with a beautiful bright green, Excellent for rustic work. Price, 25 cents each.

Florist's Pink.

These are dwarfer than the Carnation, growing about one foot in height, the colors being of the various shades of maroon, carmine and rose, beautifully laced with white, flowers perfectly double, clove-scented, plant entirely hardy. The following varieties embrace all shades and styles. Indispensable for summer bouquets,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotdale</th>
<th>Defiance</th>
<th>General Lafayette</th>
<th>Mount Blanc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>Ella</td>
<td>Laura Wilmore</td>
<td>Prince Arthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred Harrington</td>
<td>Earl of Carlisle</td>
<td>Juliet</td>
<td>Pumila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunette</td>
<td>Esther</td>
<td>Mrs. Stevens</td>
<td>Optima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion</td>
<td>Emill</td>
<td>Mrs. Hobbs</td>
<td>Tom Long</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

White Fringed. Plato.

Price, 25 cents each. $2.50 per dozen.

Double Zinnias.

These are similar in habit, but more varied in color than the single varieties, and have flowers that are perfectly double, having more the appearance of a fine dahlia flower, and blooming throughout the summer and autumn months. Price, $1.00 per dozen.

Madeiria; or, Mignonnette Vine.

This is a very rapid running vine, excellent for covering out-houses or trellises, having white feathery-like flowers in the fall, which are fragrant. Roots started in pots, $3.50 per dozen; dry roots, $1.50 per dozen.
Variegated Ivy.

With foliage like the ordinary Ivy, with bright and distinct variegation of white and yellow spots, blotches and edges. They are all very beautiful, and as hardy as the Irish Ivy, from which they originated. We have six varieties, all quite distinct. Price for the set of six, $2.50; 50 cents each.
Mimulus (Monkey Flower)

A very pretty dwarf plant and profuse bloomer, with yellow flowers of a singular shape and very showy colors, being generally blotched with rose or crimson, and blooming throughout the summer months. Price, $1.50 per dozen.

Salvia Splendens,

This plant is the most gorgeous fall flowering plant grown, growing about four feet in height, making a beautiful symmetrical bush, which is covered with spikes of bright scarlet flowers, each spike measuring about six inches long. It is unsurpassed for massing. Price, 25 cents each; $2.50 per dozen.

SALVIA PATENS.

A choice variety of a deep blue color, in habit similar to Salvia Splendens, with which it forms a beautiful contrast. Price, 25 cents each; $2.50 per dozen.

Ageratum Variegatum,

Very desirable on account of its variegated foliage, which is bright green, marked with broad golden edges, shaded crimson. It has tresses of blue flowers, like A. Mexicanum. Price, 25 cents.

Double Tube-Rose,

The Tube Rose is one of the most fragrant and beautiful of summer blooming bulbs, throwing up stems of wax-like, white flowers, from two to three feet high, and continuing in bloom for a long period. Of this universal and almost indispensable favorite we have a splendid stock to offer this season. To insure blooming, and thereby give better satisfaction, we have started a number in pots, that will flower in July and August, thereby running no risk of being injured by the frost. Price, first quality, started in pots, $3.00 per dozen; first quality, dry roots, $1.50 per dozen; $10 per 100.

Bigonia Sandersii,

The value of this plant as a bedder is not generally known: when planted in the open border it will present a mass of deep pink waxy blossoms, from July until frost, growing about 18 inches high. Price, from 25 to 50 cents each.

Artemesia Stellarins,

One of our best silver foliaged plants. Its stems, branches and leaves are alike covered with silky white hairs, giving the whole plant a charming silvery appearance. It is of a close, neat, branching habit. For bedding edging, or massing is very effective. Price, 20 cents each.
Balsams, (Camelia Flowered.)

Strong seedings from carefully selected seed of our own saving, embracing many colors, and of great beauty and perfectly double. Price, $1.00 per dozen.

Ferns, (in variety,)

These beautiful foliaged plants are now getting into general cultivation. Although destitute of the gaudy colors of other flowers, their great diversity and gracefulness of foliage make them much valued as plants for baskets, vases or rock-work, or as specimen plants for the parlor or conservatory. Price, $3.00 per dozen.

French Hybrid Gladiolus,

There are no plants that have been introduced for many years which have been received with more favor by lovers of flowers than the Hybrid Gladiolus, always eliciting expressions of admiration wherever seen. The great variety attained during the last six years is perhaps more surprising than that of any other plant in cultivation. To those unacquainted with this beautiful plant, we would say that it is of the easiest cultivation, never failing to bloom. The flowers, in spikes of nine to fifteen inches in length, combine the leading colors—scarlet, rose, white, orange, yellow, etc., with every conceivable shade of marking. A descriptive catalogue furnished on application. Price, from 20 cents to $2.00 each; $2.00 to $20.00 per dozen; choice mixed varieties, $1.50 per dozen; $8.00 per 100.

Hardy Carnations,

This tribe of Carnations are those that flower profusely during the months of August and September. They are strongly clove-scented, and much richer in color than the monthly variety. We have obtained a superior stock from seed of our own saving, and believe that nearly all will prove double-flowered. Price, $1.50 per dozen.

Gaillardia Picta Grandiflora,

A splendid bedding plant, remarkable for the profusion and brilliancy of its flowers, continuing in beauty all summer and autumn months, and thriving well in any garden soil. Price, $1.50 per dozen.

Nierembergia Gracilis,

A pretty bedding plant of good habit and delicate foliage; flowers, light blue, with dark centre; ever blooming. Price, 15 cents each. $1.50 per dozen.
Iberis Sempervivens (Hardy, Candy-Tuft,)

This is a very pretty little plant, especially adapted for edgings, rockeries, vases or bedding, coming in flower among the earliest spring plants, and for a long time continues in a dense white mass of beauty. It succeeds well in any garden soil. Price, 25 cents each; small plants, $10 per 100.

Hardy Double White Primrose,—Primula vulgaris.

This, though an old plant, is quite scarce in this country. The flowers are pure white, perfectly double, and possess the true Primrose fragrance, and equal in size the Chinese Primrose. Though hardy in this section in dry soils, yet it is greatly benefited by a covering of leaves, put on late in the fall. Price, 30 cents each; $3 per dozen.

Myrsiphyllum Asparagoides,—(Smilax.)

There is no climbing plant in cultivation that surpasses this in the graceful beauty of its foliage, and its peculiar wavy formation renders it one of the most valuable of all plants for vases or hanging baskets, as it can be used either to climb or to droop, as required: it is now considered almost indispensable by florists. Price, 30 cents each; $3 per dozen.

Hemorocallis Variegata (Hardy.)

A beautiful variety of the Day Lily, with leaves of bright green, heavily striped with white, very ornamental, and well suited to partial shade. Price, 50 cents each.

Vinca Variegata.

A beautiful variety of the Periwinkle, with bright green leaves, edged with yellow, and flowers of deep blue. Excellent for baskets, rock-work and vases. Price, from 15 to 50 cents each.
Akebia Quinatia.

A very beautiful, perfectly hardy, fast growing Japan vine, with magnificent foliage, producing flowers in large clusters of a chocolate purple color, possessing a most delicious perfume; unsurpassed for covering trellises and verandas. The foliage never being attacked by insects. Price, 25 and 50 cents each.
Dielytra Spectabilis.

One of the finest hardy herbaceous plants cultivated. The flowers are of a novel lyre-like form, in spikes of pink and white, and produced in great abundance. Price from 35 to 50 cents each.

Prunus Sinensis.

**JAPAN FLOWERING PLUM.**

A very beautiful hardy shrub, having flowers of a pure white color resembling the Flowering Almond, but larger. Price 50 cents to $1.00 each.

**HYDRANGEA Imperatrice Eugenie.**

A remarkably pretty and distinct variety. Outer petals white, the centre ones rose color, both passing into a light blue. Foliage smaller. Dwarf habit. Price 50 cents each.

**HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS.**

A beautiful herbaceous shrub, having flowers resembling a snow ball in shape, and which changes color from white to rose and blue. Price from 25 to 75 cents each.

**HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS VARIEGATA.**

Beautiful foliage of green and white, adapted to a rather shaded location in the garden or about the dwelling. Price 25 cents to $1.00 each.

Hollyhocks (Double.)

Of this deservedly popular plant we have a fine collection. The great improvements that have been made by hybridization within the last few years have now deservedly placed it among the most popular plants of the day. Almost every shade of color from white to black, from pink to maroon, etc., has been obtained, and the immense spikes being covered with the many colored flowers, make it the most conspicuous and effective plant grown for planting among shrubbery, or for a floral background. Large plants, in pots 50 cents each. Price 4.50 per doz.

**WEGELIA HORTENSIS NIVEA.**

A shrub of strong, vigorous growth, producing pure white flowers in great abundance, admirable for forcing. Price, 50 cents each.

Dianthus Hedewigii.

A beautiful class of single and double Pinks from Japan, of extra large size; very handsome, and varied in colors; free blooming, and neat habit. Price, 20 cents each; $2.00 per dozen.

Abutilon, (Chinese Bell Flower.)

Plants of strong growth, easy culture, and of continuous bloom, flowers bell-shape.

ALBUM.—Pure white.
MALAKOFF.—Dark orange, with brown stripes.
MARMORATA.—Pink with white stripes.
STRIATUM.—Yellow, striped brown.
VEXILLARIUM.—Calyx red; petals brown.
THOMPSONII.
  Price, 25 and 50 cents each.

Lonicera Aurea, Reticulata.
JAPAN HONEYSUCKLE.

One of the most beautiful climbers introduced, bearing white flowers, shaded yellow; of exceeding fragrance, its leaves being very distinctly variegated with a network of golden yellow veins, which makes it very conspicuous. Hardy. Price, 25 to 50 cents, according to size.

Delphinium Formosum,

Is without doubt the finest, hardy Larkspur in cultivation. The spikes are composed of flowers of the most brilliant blue, and are marked by a white spot in the centre of each flower, blooming through the summer and autumn months. Price, 25 cents each.

Achillea Ptarmica.

A beautiful dwarf, hardy, perennial plant that blooms profusely during the summer and autumn months, and are excellent for cutting for bouquets. Pure white. Price, 25 cents each.

Asclapias Carrusavicus,

A very pretty bedding plant, producing large trusses of scarlet and yellow flowers during the fall months, growing about three feet in height. Price, 25 cents each.

Tropaeolum.

DOUBLE SCARLET.

A new, dwarf, bedding variety with double flowers of a light scarlet color and free bloomer, is also good for pot culture for blooming in the green-house throughout the winter. We have ten other varieties of all colors, eminently suited for bedding. Price, 25 cents each. Single varieties assorted, $2.00 per dozen.

Cuphea Platycentra,

This is a well-known ever-blooming, neat habit, growing about 12 inches in height, with scarlet, black and white colored flowers, which are produced in great abundance. Price, $1.50 per dozen.

Solanum Jasminoides Variegatum,

A beautiful climbing plant, with finely marked green and white foliage. Flowers white with golden yellow anthers. Price, 30 cents each; $3.00 per dozen.

Shrubby Calceolarias,

These beautiful bedding plants are a great acquisition to the flower garden, blooming as they do from May until October, and presenting a rare and beautiful appearance. Price, $3.00 per dozen.  
KENTISH HERO.—Yellow, dwarf habit. 
NAPOLEON.—Crimson, orange tip.
CENSOR.—Orange and crimson.
CANARY.—Light yellow.
SULTAN.—Maroon.
SUPERBUM.—Orange.
BLACK PRINCE.—Dark brown.

Gazenia
Pretty summer and autumn flowering plants of trailing habit, with rich aster like flowers. Price, 25 cents.
AURANTACEA.—Fine bright yellow, with black ring in centre, spotted white.
GRANDIFLORA.—Larger flowers than G. Splendens; colors, brighter and more distinct.
SOUCI.—Light yellow, with jet black central ring, blotched white.
SPLENDENS.—Orange yellow, white and black spotted. To succeed well, they should be planted in the sun.

Aloysia Citridora,

LEMON VERBENA.
A plant well-known for its agreeable perfume; almost indispensable in the formation of bouquets. Price, bushy plants, 25 cents each.

Bouvardia,
These are beautiful shrubby plants, suitable for either garden or green-house ornament, flowering in clusters of pink, crimson, white and scarlet, flowering from June until frost. The flowers are excellent for bouquets, and as they are free bloomers, they are a general favorite, invaluable for winter blooming for green-house or conservatory. Price, 25 to 50 cents each.

LONGIFLORA CARNEA.—Blush white.
ELEGANS.—Light carmine scarlet.
LAURA.—Pink.
HOGARTH.—Rich carmine, large flower.
LEANTHA.—Dark, dazzling scarlet.
SPLENDENS.—Dark orange, scarlet.
LEANTHA GRANDIFLORA.—Deep crimson.
          “ FLORIBUNDA.—Light orange, scarlet.

AUGUSTIFOLIA.
Brilliant scarlet; profuse flowerer; summer flowering variety. Price,.50 cents each.

JASMINOIDES.
A beautiful species in the way of B. longiflora, but of much freer growth and more branching habit from the base, equal to the best scarlet kinds of Bouvardia. It is also a more ready blooming plant, with larger terminal and
Axillary racemes of equally fragrant snow white flower tubes. A most valuable plant for bedding and conservatory groups, vases, and drawing-room bouquets throughout the year.

Davidsonii.

Pure white, of the same habits as Hogarthii; constant bloomer; best white variety yet introduced. Small plants, $2.00 each; $18.00 per dozen.
German Asters,

This splendid class of plants is now not only one of the most popular, but one of the most effective of our garden favorites, producing flowers in profusion, in which richness and variety of color are combined, rendering it indispensable in any garden where an autumnal display is desired. For flower-beds or borders it stands unrivalled. Price, $1.00 per dozen.

Antirrhinum (Snap Dragon.)

The Snap Dragon is a very showy and useful plant for borders, with curiously shaped flowers, beautifully marked and blotched throats. Price, $1.50 per dozen.

Astilbe Japonica—(Spirea Japonica.)

One of the most beautiful of all hardy herbaceous plants, blooming in dense spikes of pure white feather-like flowers; height of plant one and a half to two feet. Very valuable for forcing for winter flowers. Price, 30 cents each; $3.00 per dozen.

Astilbe Japonica,—(Aurea Reticulata.)

In all respects identical with the above, except the foliage, which is variegated with bright yellow; this marking is lost, like most variegations, during the hot summer weather, but as a plant for the conservatory it has few equals, it is yet very rare. Price, $1.00 each; $9.00 per dozen.

Begonia Hybrida Multiflora.

This beautiful variety is a hybrid between B. Fuchoides and B. Parvis flor a partaking of the former in its habit, and the latter in its prolific bloom. Its habit is remarkably neat and compact, with small, ovate, glossy leaves, and a profusion of gracefully drooping racemes of rosy, pink blossoms, very valuable for winter flowers.

Sedum Fabarium,

This is a very pretty strong growing, free flowering variety, producing large clusters of pink flowers in the Fall. Splendid for edges of flower beds, growing about 8 inches in height. Price, 25 cents each; $3.00 per dozen.

Sedum Carneum Variegatum,

A beautiful variegated variety of the Stone Crop family, with finer foliage, which is edged with white. Excellent for vases or rock work. Price, $2.00 per dozen.

SEDUM SEBOLDII (Hardy.)

A plant that scarcely can be surpassed for edging or ribbon lines for the flower corner; growing very compact, and flowering in large trusses of pink colored flowers. Price, 25 cents each.

SEDUM SEBOLDII, VARIEGATI.

A magnificent Japan variety of the above plant, with beautiful foliage, deeply variegated, yellow and green. Splendid for putting in rock work and vases. Price, 25 cents each.
SINGLE PETUNIA.

[See next page.]
Single Petunias,

The single Petunias cannot be surpassed for vases and rock work, where a continuity of bloom is desired. They represent a great variety of blotchings and markings, and for solidity of flower almost equal the double varieties. For the past three years we have made the Petunia a specialty and have succeeded in perfecting a strain which for beautiful markings and solidity of flowers can scarcely be equalled. Price, $1.50; $10.00 per 100.

Alternantheras.

These are beautiful, dwarf growing, variegated foliaged plants from Brazil and are excellently adapted for edgings for flower beds. The foliage variously colored, crimson, pink, amber, maroon, chocolate and red. Price, 25 cents each.

A. VERSICOLOR.—Light rose and deep crimson.
A. SPATHULATA.—Green and carmine:
A. PARONYCHOIEES.
A. ACUMINATA.

Double Violets,

Of this favorite and well known flower, we have a good stock of the blue and purple varieties. Price, 30 cents each, $3.00 per dozen.

Gardenia Radicans Variegata,

A variety of dwarf spreading habit, with foliage beautifully margined, light yellow, free bloomer. Price, 50 cents each.

Gardenia (Cape Jessamine,)

Shrubby plants, with dark glossy leaves; flowers, pure white and very fragrant; blooming in summer. Price, 50 cents each.

Cestrum Nocturnum (Night Blossoming Jessamine,)

Shrubby plants of easy culture, blooming in autumn and winter. The flowers are of a pale yellow color, and exceedingly fragrant, its delicate perfume being perceptible at a great distance, but only at night. It does well planted in sun or partial shade. Price, 50 cents to $1.00 each.

Variegated Balm,

A pretty, low-growing, hardy perennial, with green and white leaves, which are very fragrant. Excellent for planting in the shade. Price, 20 cents each. $2.00 per dozen.

Japan Iris,

The Iris are a very beautiful class of plants, and are much admired for their peculiar shaped flowers and magnificent colors. Having flowered them we can safely recommend them as being quite distinct from any variety before offered. Beautiful and quite hardy. Price, 75 cents each; per set, $3.00.
No. 1.—Flowers with six large equal sized petals; color, rich violet purple, spotted with yellow at the base. Height, 4 feet.

No. 2.—Three large obicular petals; color, white; ground delicately streaked and veined with lilac.

No. 3.—Three moderate sized petals; color, mauve, slightly veined at the base with white.

No. 4.—Flowers, extra large; three large petals, mottled and veined with white, pink and purple; with three inner petals, chocolate color.

No. 5.—Pure white, with three moderate egg-shaped petals.

No. 6.—Flowers of moderate size; three large segments white, with three small ones mauve color, very distinct; dwarfish growth.

Clematis.

The Clematis are beautiful, free flowering, fast climbing, and perfectly hardy vines, and are unsurpassed for covering verandas, arbors, etc. Of late years they have been much improved, and the result is, that many of the new varieties vie with the gorgeous Passion Flower of the tropics in beauty and size of flowers. Price, $1.00 each.

CLEMATIS LANGUIOSA.—Porcelain blue.

NIVEA.—Pure white, very large.

SOPHIA FLORE PLENA.—Double blue.

HYBRIDA SPLENDENS.

STANDISH.—Blue, very prolific bloomer.

FORTUNII.—Double white, large flower.

ATRAGURA DES ALPS.

FLAMULA.—Small, pure white, fragrant. Price, 50 cents.

Japan Lily.

The varieties of the Japan Lilly are, without doubt, the finest of all hardy Lilies, so brilliant in purity and delicacy of coloring and perfume; so gorgeous in appearance, that no other variety can compare with them. Their period of blooming extends through the months of July and August, and being perfectly hardy, require no attention after being planted.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.

ALBUM.—Puro white, 50 cents each.

ROSEUM.—White, spotted rose, 40 cents each.

RUBRUM.—Rose, spotted crimson, 40 cents each.

PUNCTATUM.—White, spotted lilac, $1.50.

MONSTROSUM.—Free bloomer, $1.00; $9.00 per dozen.

AURATUM.—50 cents each.
Double Petunias.

The Double Petunia is one of the finest of bedding plants, either for massing, for mixed borders, or for vases. The brilliancy and variety of its colors, combined with the duration of its blooming period (from June until frost), render it invaluable for garden decorations. This season we are able to present a set of new varieties, which, for beauty and solidity of flower, has never been equalled. We strongly recommend them, knowing that they will give satisfaction to those who purchase them.

ADMIRATION.  
CLEOPATRA.  
CARNEA FLORIBUNDA.  
BRILLIANTISIMA.  
DELI CATA.  
GRANDIFLORA SUPERBA.  
MAGNIFICA.  
MARGINATA RUBRA SUPERBA.  
MAIDEN BLUSH.  

MULTIFLORA RUBRA.  
PERFECTA RUBRA.  
POLONIA SUPERBA.  
POMPONIA RUBRA.  
KING OF BEDDERS.  
STRIATA SUPERBA,  
SUPERBA RUBRA.  
ROSEA SUPERBA.  
WHITE QUEEN.

Wegelias.

The Wegelias are all popular, handsome shrubs, well deserving a place in every garden, being handsomely shaped, good growers, and bearing a profusion of bunches of pink and white flowers during the spring and summer months. Price, 25 to 50 cents each.

ABBORESCENS VERSICOLOR.  
ARBOREA GRANDIFLORA.—Large flowering.  
AMABILIS.—Light pink.  
"  VARIEGATA.—Variegated foliage.  
"  ALBA.—Pure white.  
GRUENEWEGIE,  
DERBONII.  

HORTENSIS NIVEA.—Pure white.  
HORTENSIS RUBRA.  
ISOLINE.—Pure White.  
MULTIFLORA,  
STRIATA.  
STRILITZIANA.  
VAN HOUTTI.  
VERSCHAFFELTII.  
ROSEA.—Deep pink.
PANSIES.

[See next page.]
Pansy (Hearts-ease.)

An indispensable and charming class of plants for the ornamentation of the spring garden, and extremely effective, whether used for edging, ribboning, or bedding. We have been very careful in selecting the best varieties to propagate from, and can recommend them as equal to any offered for sale. Price, $1.50 per dozen. $10 per 100.

Lophospermum.

A beautiful and ornamental climber of rapid growth, with rose colored, funnel shaped flowers, two or more inches in length; very effective for conservatory or garden decorations. Height ten feet. Price, 25 cents each.
Summer Climbing Plants.

COBEA SCANDENS.—Variegated. See special notice. Price, 50 cents each.
LOPHOSPERMUM SCANDENS.—See special notice. Price 25 cents each.
MAURANDIAS.—See special notice. Price, 25 cents each.

THUNBERGIA ELATA.
A beautiful and profuse flowering vine, with flowers of a buff color and black eye, shaped like a Vinca flower. Height, 5 feet. Price, 25 cents each.

MANETTIA.—A prolific, full flowering vine, with dark crimson tube-flowers. Height, 5 feet. Price, 25 cents each.

GERMAN IVY.
A vine of rapid growth, and beautiful dark green, glossy foliage. Excellent for covering fences or out-houses in summer. Height, 20 feet. Price, 25 cents each.

MADEIRA VINE.
A vine of rapid growth and racemes of fragrant flowers, often attaining a height of 40 feet in a single season. Roots, $1.00 per dozen.

Cobea Scandens, Variegata,
A very pretty climbing vine, with bright green foliage and yellow margin. A beautiful plant for trellis or pillars, for which it cannot be surpassed by any other plant. Price, 50 cents to 1.00 each.

Fancy Caladiums.
This is a most magnificent class of plants, the wonderful beauty of which it would be almost impossible to describe. Until lately they were supposed to succeed only under glass. For the past two or three years, they have been tried as bedding plants, in various parts of the country, and have proved a perfect success. They need only to be tried to be appreciated. Planted in the open ground, about the 1st of June, they grow rapidly, and spread their leaves, glowing with the rich colors of the tropics, until faded by the autumn frosts. Margined and delicately traced with a network of shaded green on a snow, white ground; bronze tipped with lake, showing a metallic lustre in the sun, rose, violet, carmine, golden green, crimson, almost all colors; shaded and marked as can be seen on no other leaves, give them a rare beauty intermingled with other plants, and in masses, a tropical magnificence. Of the easiest culture, they will grow in almost any soil or situation, but most luxuriantly in a rich loam, somewhat shaded, and where they can be watered if dry during the heat of summer. The bulbs should be taken up with the first frost, and kept warm and dry during the winter, Price, from $3.00 to $6.00, except where noted.
DUCHARTE.
A splendid hybrid; veins dark bluish green; leaves sometimes white with red spots, and sometimes dashed with green. $2.00 each.

IMPERATRICE EUGENIE.
Mid-rib, and veins bright rose; ground light rose, shading of bluish velvety-green margin; very distinct and beautiful. $2.00 each.

MEYERBEER.—Large, long leaves; ground work white, beautifully traced with green; mid-rib and veins rich crimson; a magnificent variety. $2.00 each.

BARON DE ROTHSCHILD.—Spots and mid-rib clear rose; centre vivid red. $2.00 each.

BARRAL.—Dark green; centre bright red; large spots of rose. $2.00 each.

BEETHOVEN.—Long graceful leaf; mid-rib rose; veins whitish green; ground color, white. $2.00 each.

CHARES VERDIER.—Leaves hastate, dark green; beautiful rose centre and spots. $1.00 each.

EDW. MOREAUX.—Light and dark green leaves, beautifully shaded; spots and centre red crimson. $1.00 each.

HOULLETTI.—Spotted, veined, and marbled beautifully, with various shades of green, straw-color, and white; very good.

MARMORATUM.—Various shades of green, spotted and marbled.

PICTUM.—Dark green, with large, distinct, light-colored spots.

POECILE.—Deep green; nearly white nerves; some red.

SAGITTIFENUM PICTUM.—Dust-color; nearly white markings.

WIGHTTI.—Green ground, singularly painted with clear white and red spots.

EMPEROR NAPOLEON.—Centre brilliant crimson, with rich blood colored ribs running toward the green; margin marked with minute red dots and large carmine blotches; extra, $1.00 each.

ISIDORE LEROY.—Large silky leaves; dark red centre, rose-red spots beyond. $1.00 each.

LAMARTINEI.

MAD. ANDRIEU.—Leaves sagittate; glossy red centre; side vein marked with French white spots. $1.00 each.

RAULINI.—Brilliant red centre, with numerous white blotches rose tinted. $1.00 each.

ROSSINI.—Light green; large blotches of brownish-vermillion; ribs and centre rose. $1.00 each.

AMABILE.—Fine grower; green ground, with pink and vermillion spots and shadings; very good. 50 cents each.

ALBICANS.—Centre light green, surrounded by dark margin. 50 cents each.
FANCY CALADIUMS—Continued.

BELLEYMEI.—Snow-white ground, tinged with lake, and beautifully veined with green; one of the best.

BOHEMICUM.—Light green mid-rib and veins, surrounded by rose; dark green margin, with white spots.

CHANTINI FULGENS.—Like Chantini, with red more beautifully shaded.

DISCOLOR—(Rubricaule).

DUC DE NASSAU.—Clear, red leaf-stalk; centre of leaf beautifully shaded; fine.

JAVANICUM (Aloe).—Splendid grower; leaf bluish-green.

KETELEERI.—Centre rich crimson, beautifully shaded to light green.

KOCHI.—Dark green; clear white lines; very curious.

LINDLEYANUM.—Shaded red centre; white spotted margin.

MAD. HOULLET.—Pink spots towards the centre; numerous white spots on the margins.

NEUMANNI.—Green ground; pink and white spots.

PICTURATUM.—Sagittate leaf, green, with distinct red stripe.

REGALE.—Green; fine pale-red markings.

SCHMITZI.—(Aloe Arythraea). Drooping leaves; light red-shaded veins.

VERSCHAFFELTII.—Green; pink spots.

VIOACEUM.—Dark green leaves and purple stems.

ARGYRITES—Green and white; distinctly marked; dwarf habit.

BARAQUINI.—Clear red centre; fine and distinct.

BICOLOR.—Pale red, shaded and margined with green.

BROGNIARTI.—Vigorous grower; mid-rib and veins dark crimson, shading into green.

CHANTINI.—Green ground; red and white spots and markings; fine.

ESCULENTUM (Col.) Large, dark green; magnificent grower.

HÆMATOSTIGMA.—Blue; black shining stalks; leaves rich green; few spots, white and rose.

HASTATUM.—Leaf green; spots pale.
CHINESE WISTARIA,
Chinese Wistaria

This is one of the most beautiful and attractive runners in cultivation, growing to an immense size, and in spring, blooming profusely in long bunches of lavender blue, pea-blossom shaped flowers. Excellent for city planting. Price, from 50 cents to $2.00 each. See plate.

Aristolochia Sipho (Dutchman's Pipe)

A magnificent hardy vine of rapid growth, with very large heart shaped leaves, and brownish flowers, resembling in shape a miniature pipe. Splendid for archways or verandahs. Price, strong plants, $1.50 each.
Hardy Climbing Plants

**VIRIGNIA CREEPER.**—A very rapid grower, with large dark green foliage, which changes in fall to a fine scarlet color. Price, 50 cents each.

**ARISTOLOCHIA, OR DUTCHMAN'S PIPE.**—See special notice. Price, $1.00 each.

**BIGNONIA, OR TRUMPET CREEPER.**

A climbing plant, with large trumpet-shaped flowers of a reddish orange color, and very showy when in bloom. Price, 50 cents each.

**CLEMATIS FLAMULA, OR VIRGIN'S BOWER.**

A very pretty climbing vine, with fine foliage, and bearing delicate white, fragrant flowers in abundance. (For other varieties of Clematis, see special notice.) Price, 50 cents each.

**AKEBIA QUINATA.**

For description, see special notice. Price, 50 cents to $1.00 each.

**AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII.**—New,

A very pretty climbing vine, with fine dark green foliage, which changes in fall to a fine scarlet color. Rapid grower, hardy. Piece, $1.00 each.

**HEDRA HELIX, OR ENGLISH IVY.**

An evergreen runner, excellent for covering walls or buildings in shaded situations. Price, from 20 to 50 cents each.

**PASSIFLORA INCARNATA, OR HARDY PASSION VINE.**

A beautiful vine, with blue flowers; should be in rich soil to thrive well. Price, 50 cents each.

**JASMINUM OFFICINAL OR WHITE FLOWERING JESSAMINE.**

A vine well known on account of the beautiful fragrance of its flowers. Price, 50 cents each.

**LONICERA SINENSIS.**—Chinese Honeysuckle, scarlet, 50 cents.

**LONICERA BELGICUM.**—Sweet-scented monthly, 50 cents.

**LONICERA PERICLYMENEA.**—English Woodbine, 50 cents.

**LONICERA COCCINEA.**—Scarlet Trumpet, 50 cents.

**LONICERA AUREA RETICULATA.**—Japan variegated, 50 cents.

**VINCA VARIEGATA.**

One of the handsomest and best plants for border, hardy, 25 to 50 cents.

**CHINESE WISTARIA.** See plate.

**WHITE FLOWERING WISTARIA.**

This is a beautiful variety, producing flowers, similar to the above variety in size, but pure white in color, forming a beautiful contrast with the blue when trained together. Price, 50 cents each.

**PASSIFLORA PFORDTII.**—New.

A beautiful vine, with blue flowers, of the same habit as Cerulea, a very free blooming variety. Flowering from August until frost. Hardy. Price, from 50 cents to $1.00 each.
WILSON'S CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.

GERANIUMS.

Gold and Silver Margined Geraniums.

This is a most handsome class of bedding plants. Their foliage alone gives variety to the flower garden. They flower in trusses of scarlet or pink flowers which, on the white or yellow ground, is very effective. They are excellent for ribbon borders or vases.

STELLA ALBA MARGINATA.

This is a sport from the old variety “Stella,” possessing all the characteristics of its parent, with the exception of having pure white margined leaves flowers, scarlet.

GOLDEN TOM THUMB.

A very effective variety of dwarf branching habit, having pale yellow margined leaves, which are slightly zoned.

CASTLE MILK.—Pure white margin; extra.
CLOTH OF GOLD.—Golden margin; crimson flowers.
GOLDEN CHAIN.—Golden Margin; crimson flowers.
GOLDEN VASE.—Golden; cherry red flowers.
QUEEN VICTORIA.—Silver margin; cherry red salmon.
BIJOU—Scarlet, crimson flowers; leaves, white.
FAIRY NYMPH.—Silver foliage; Scarlet flowers.
FONTAINBLEAU.—Silver margined leaves, rose zone; pink flowers.
FLOWER OF SPRING.—Silver variegated foliage; flower rich rose and of good form.
GOLDEN ATTRACTION.—Leaves silver, variegated with bronze and zone.
SILVER QUEEN.—Sulphur margin; flowers scarlet.
MOUNTAIN OF SNOW.—White margin; flower, pink.
MADAM ROLLA.—White margin, extra.

Price, 30 cents each; $3.00 per dozen.

Pelargoniums;

OR, FANCY FLOWERING GERANIUMS.

The pelargonium is now among the most beautiful plants grown, either for the garden or greenhouse culture, and should be more extensively cultivated. They are of easy culture, and present in their varied exquisite tints and colors what few other plants possess. Price, from $3.00 to $5.00 per dozen.

ALMA.—White, dark maroon.
BRIDE OF THE WEST.—White, vermillion spots.
BEADS MAN.—Pink, maroon spots.
CRIMSON KING.—Crimson, blotched Maroon.
COMPTE DE MORN Y.—Deep crimson; dark blotches.
DUC DE MAGENTA.—Deep rose, maroon spots, white centre.
ECLIPSE.—Bright crimson, blotched scarlet,
GERANIUMS—Continued.

GRAND DUCHESSE DE STEPHANIE.—Carmine, white centre, dark spots on each petal.

GLOW WORM.—Fine rose, spotted carmine.

LAVINIA.—Rose ground, crimson and white striped.

LADY FRANKLIN.—Rose shaded, maroon spots on each petal.

MADAM PESCATORE.—Red, with light crimson spots; white margin.

MADAM DOMAGE.—Rosy lilac, with dark spot and blotches.

MADAM MARTINE.—Pink, spotted crimson.

MADAM DO MAGE.—Rosy lilac, with dark spot and blotches.

MADAM MAREIKI.—Pink, spotted crimson.

MAZEPPA.—Blush, with crimson blotches.

NAPOLEON III.—Orange ground, black blotched; extra.

PAUL AND VIRGINIA.—White, shaded blush; dark spot on each petal.

PRINCESS CLOTHILDE.—White, with carmine blotch on each petal.

SIR JAMES ASHER.—Scarlet, white and rose.

UNIQUE MILLER.—Rosy scarlet.

VIRGINIA.—Pure white.

WONDERFUL.—Carmine, spotted crimson.

Fragrant Geraniums.

All handsome bedding plants, and indispensable to a good bouquet of summer flowers, on account of their perfumed foliage.

CAPITATUM.—(Rose-scented) well known and greatly esteemed.

CAPITATUM MAJOR.—Pretty cut leaf; highly scented.

DENTICULATUM.—Large cut leaf; Balm scented foliage.

LADY PLYMOUTH.—Handsome variegated foliage.

ODORATISSIMUM ERECTUM.—Nutmeg foliage; neat pale green foliage.

PIN NATIFIDUM.—Very fine cut leaved variety.

PEMENTO.—Peppermint scented foliage.

Price, 25 cents each; $2.50 per dozen.

Zonal Geraniums.

This class of Geraniums are commonly called the "Horse Shoe," on account of the peculiar mark or zone on the foliage of many of the varieties. As a bedding plant for beauty, brilliancy, and continuity of bloom, they cannot be excelled; splendid for vases. They are generally of dwarf habit, and flower from May until frost. Price, $3.00 per dozen.

AUBER HENDERSON.—White, dwarf habit.

AMELIA GRISAU.—Salmon rose, carmine tint.

CULFORD ROSE.—Carmine, tinted salmon.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—Scarlet, free bloomer; dwarf habit.

DONALD BEATON.—Bright scarlet; dwarf compact habit.

DUCHESS.—Deep rose; free bloomer.

EMILY VAUCHER.—White, with red anthers; dwarf habit.

GLADIATOR.—Rich rosy salmon; large trusses.

GUIDE.—Deep carmine.

GENERAL GRANT.—Deep scarlet; large trusses.

HENRY BAUDOT.—Salmon, white margin.

LADY STANLEY.—Salmon pink.

MARIE VON HOUTTE.—Orange carmine; white margin and centre.

MRS. WM. PAUL.—Delicate rosy pink, dwarf, compact habit.

METEOR.—Bright cerese; shaded carmine, white centre.
GERANIUMS—Continued.

ORANGE GLOBE.—Bright orange; large trusses.
PRINCE OF WALES.—Rosy salmon.
PINK TOM THUMB—Bright pink; dwarf habit.
SHEEN RIVAL.—Cherry scarlet.
WHITE NOSGAY.—White; good trusses.
WHITE PERFECTION.—Pure white; truss large; good bedder.
WHITE TOM THUMB.—Pure white; dwarf, compact habit.

Deutizia Crenata, Flora plena.

DOUBLE FLOWERING DEUTZIA.

A beautiful variety, with crenulated leaves, and racemes of drooping flowers which are white, and tinged on the outer surface with deep rose. Price, from 25 to 50 cents each.
Maurandia.

One of the most graceful and free flowering of soft wooded climbers, producing an endless profusion of beautiful Foxglove-shaped flowers throughout the season. For small trellis work or low pillars it cannot be surpassed by any other plant; growth, about 8 feet. Price, 25 cents each.

Heliotropes.

No plant succeeds better for summer flowering, and so equally adapted for green-house blooming in winter as the Heliotrope, being constantly in bloom. They are a general favorite, on account of the delightful fragrance. Price, from $1.50 to $3.00 per dozen.

DUC DE LA VENBURG.—Rich blush, dark eye.
ETOILE DE MARSEILLES.—Deep violet, white centre; best dark.
GARIBALDI.—Almost white.
GEN. VALHUBERT.—Violet, fine dwarf.
INCOMPARABLE.—Lilac blue.
JANE MESMER.—Light blue, very fragrant.
LA GEANT.—White, tinted lilac.
LEOPOLD 1st.—Deep violet blue.
MACULATA.—Delicate lilac.
MAD. FALCON.—Clear violet.
MAD. MICHEL.—Blush violet light centre.
PERUVIANUM.—Deep lilac.

ROSES.

Hybrid Perpetual Roses.

All our Roses are grown in pots, thereby avoiding all risks of transplanting and insuring to the purchaser plants that are alive, and that will give satisfaction when planted in the open air.

Parties ordering by mail will find it to their advantage to allow us some latitude in the selection, for growing so many varieties as we do, it is impossible for us to keep a large stock of all the varieties we enumerate, and perhaps some of the varieties selected are not proper plants to send; therefore in this (as well as in other plants), purchasers will receive better plants, and insure more distinctness of color by allowing us to select for them.

TRIOMPHE DE LA EXPOSITION.
Color bright crimson. Large, full and fine,
MONSIEUR DE PONT BRILLIANT.—Dark purplish crimson, shaded carmine.
LOUIS ODIER.—Bright rose, perfect form.
GIULETTA.—Fleshy white, medium size, flat surface.
ROSES—Continued.

MADAME ALFRED ROUGEMONT.—Pure white, large and fragrant; under side petals rose-tinted.
CHARLES LE FEVRE.—Bright red, with purplish centre. Extra.
SOUVEÑER DE CHAS. MONTNAULT.—Brillant fiery red. Large and full.
LORD RAGLAN...Fiery crimson, shaded purple.
ALBERT ROUGEMONT...Dark velvety purple.
JULES MARGOTTIN...Cherry crimson, large and full.
FRANCOIS 1st...Dark crimson, shaded purple.
CARDINAL PATRIZZI...Dark velvety crimson, shaded purple.
AUGUSTE MIE...Rosy pink; large, vigorous grower.
ANNE DES BACH...Clear rose; free bloomer.
BARON PROVOST...Deep rose; very free bloomer.
BLANCHE VIBERT.
CAROLINE DE SANSAL...Clear pink rosy centre.
CHARLES MARGOTTIN.
CELINÉ FORRESTER.
CARL COER.
DUCHESSÉ DE CAMBACERES...Pale pink.
DUCHESSÉ OF SUTHERLAND...Pale rose; extra large.
DUPLESSE DE MORNEY...Rich crimson purple,
ELIZABETH VIGNERON...Clear pink; extra.
ENFANT DU FRANCE.
ENFANT DU MONT CARMEL...Pale rose.
EMPEROR NAPOLEON...Dark velvety crimson.
GLORY OF WALTHAM...Flesh large and full.
GLORIE DE BORDEAUX.
JACQUES LAFITTE...Rosy carmine.
JOHN HOPPER...Dark crimson; very fragrant.
LA REINE,...Bright pink; free bloomer; very double.
LOUIS BONAPARTE.
LION DES COMBAT...Deep crimson, shaded; large and full.
LOUIS VERDER...Carmine crimson.
LORD ELGIN.
MADAM CHARLES VEDIER.
MADAM BOLL...Clear rose; large and perfect.
MADAM RIVERS...Pale rose; petals glossy.
MADAM DE VILLEMONTE...Cup-shaped; extra fine.
MADAM VICTOR VERDIER...Bright cherry.
MADAM LAFFAY...Light crimson very perfect.
MADAM KNOOR.—Deep violet.
MAURICE BERNARDINE.—Vermillion red, imbricated; extra.
MRS. CHARLES WOOD.—Bright red, changing to pink.
MADEMOISELLE THERESE LEVET.
MARGARET DOMBRIN.—Rosy blush.
MADAME ANDRE LEROY.
ODERIE NITALLE...Delicate rose, shaded.
PRINCE NOIR.—Deep crimson.
ROSES—Continued.

PEONIA..Crimson; good bloomer.
Pius IXth..Crimson violet.
Raine de Angleterre..Bright rose.
Raine laffay.
SOUVENIR DE LA ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
SYDONIA..Light pink; great bloomer.
SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON..Pale flesh; large.
TRIOMPHE DE ANGERS.
TRIOMPHE DE ALENCON..Crimson; very large.
VULCAIX..Dark violet, shaded black; flower medium size.
MADAM VICTOR VERDIER..Bright cherry rose color, beautifully cupped.
ALFRED COLOMB..Color fiery red.
EUGENE APPERT..Velvety crimson, maroon shaded, almost black when in bud.
FRANCOIS ARAGO..Dark crimson velvet. Large and full.
JOHN APPERT..Crimson maroon color; petals very regular.
PRESIDENT MAES..Velvety red; great substance and vigorous growth.
ALEXANDE BACHMETIFF..Deep rose; large and full. Free bloomer.
GENERAL WASHINGTON..Brilliant rosy crimson; large and very double.
VANQUEER DE SOLFERINO..Clear carmine; good form; full.
MADAME ELIZA VILMORIN..Vermillion, shaded dark crimson. Extra.
EXPOSITION DE BRIE..Bright vermilion; perfect in form. Price, 75 cents each.
HYBRID BOURBON ROSE..GENERAL JACQUEMINOT..Color, dark velvety scarlet.
ACHILLE GONNOD..Dark carmine.
MADAME PLANTIER..Pure white, flowering in clusters, double and fragrant.
VICTOR VERDIER..Color, rose, shaded carmine.
GRANT DES BATAILLES..Deep rich velvety crimson. Price, 50 to 75 cents each.

Moss Roses.

ADELAIDE.—Pink; free bloomer; running.
BARON DE WASNER.
BERANGER.
COUNTESS DE MURINAIS.—Pure white; flowering in clusters,
DARCE.—Bright rose.
DUCHESS D'ISTRAY.
EDWARD ORY.—Bright rose; flowering in clusters.
JEANE BEAUDIN.—Light pink; flowering in clusters.
MOSS ROSES—Continued.

JULIE DE MARSAN.
MADAM LAROCHE LAMBERT.
MADAM FELICITE BONN.
MARIE DE BLOIS... Pale pink.
PURPUREA RUBRA.
SALET.—Bright pink. Price 50 cents to $1.50 each.
MOSS ROSE—GLOIRE DE MOUSSEUSES.

The best moss rose in cultivation. Pale rose; large and full, thickly covered with moss. Price $1.50 each.
MOSS ROSE.—MOUSSEUSE DES FOUR SAISONS... Pink, free bloomer.

Bourbon Roses.

This class of roses are quite hardy, and are constant bloomers; the flowers of good form, with little fragrance. They are excellent for massing or bedding. Price, $4.50 to $9.00 per dozen.
AGRIPIINA.—Dark crimson.
BELLE DE BORDEAUX.—Bright rose.
BOURBON QUEEN.—Rich blush.
CRAMOISE SUPERIOR.—Purplish crimson.
LOUIS PHLIIPE.—Rosy crimson.
LA SYLPHIDE.—Creamy white.
MADAME BOSANQUET.—Blush white.
HERMOSA.—Pink.—Extra.
PHENIX.—Carmine rose.
REINE DE LOMBARDY.—Pale rose.
SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON.—Deep blush.
SOMBREIIL.—French White.

Tea Roses.

The Tea Rose is much admired for its continuity of bloom and peculiar fragrance and delicacy of color. They are not quite hardy, requiring some protection in winter. Price $4.50 to $9.00 per dozen.

ADAM.—Large, pinkish purple.
BON SELINE.—Carmine and salmon. extra.
ARCHDUCHESS ISABELLA.—Deep blush.
DUC DE CAYES.—Yellowish white.
DUCHESS DE BRABANT.—Rosy blush.
HOMER.—Flesh color salmon.
ISABELLA SPRUNT.—Canary yellow.
LADY WARENDER.—Pure white.
MISS CAROLINE.—Salmon rose.
MAD RUSSEL.—Light pink.
MAD FALCOT.—Orange yellow.
MAD RISTORI.—Blush
MELVILLE.—Pinkish lilac.
PACTOLE.—Pale sulphur.
PAULINE LABANTE.—Salmon pink. extra.
RUBENS.—Yellowish blush.
SAFFRONO.—Saffron yellow. extra
WHITE TEA.

Tea Roses—Continued.

DUCHESS OF KENT.—Pure white.
DUCHESS OF BRABANT.—Rose Blush.
HOMER.—Flesh color, salmon.
LA PACTOLE.—Pale sulphur.
MADAM BRAVEY.—White, yellow center; good bloomer.
PAULINE LABANTE.—Salmon pink; free bloomer; extra.
RUBENS.—Yellowish blush.
SAFFRONA.—Yellow; splendid in bud; free bloomer.
STELLA.—Pale yellow.
SYLPHIDE.—Creamy white.
ISABELLA SPRUNT.

Noisette Roses.

The Noissettes are strong, vigorous growers, many of them being climbers, and can be used as such. They flower in large clusters, and generally fragrant. Many of them are tender, and require protection during winter. Price, $4.50 to $9.00 per dozen.

AIME VIBERT.—Pure white; free bloomer.
AMERICA.—Straw color.
BLANCHE LAFITTE.—Cream color.
CROMOTTELLA.—Clear yellow.
CELINE FORRESTER.—Pale yellow.
JOAN D'ARC.—Pure white, centre color straw.
GLOIRE DE DIJON.—Creamy white.
LAMARQUE.—Large pure white.
MARSHAL NEIL.—Deep yellow, vigorous grower.
SOLFATAIRE.—Deep sulphur yellow.
SETINA.—Dark rose; full; extra fine.
WASHINGTON.—White; very large cluster.
NEW RUNNING ROSE.—GEM OF THE PRAIRIES.

A hybrid between Prairie Queen and hybrid perpetual rose Madame Laffey. Flowers large and of fine form, flowering in large trusses, very fragrant. Color, light crimson. Price 50 cents and $1.00 each.

Briar Roses.

PERSIAN YELLOW.—Fine deep golden yellow; hardy. See special notice
Price, $1.00 each; strong plants.
BRIER ROSE.—ENGLISH SWEETBRIER.—Pink; foliage very fragrant; true
Price, 25 and 50 cents each.
Wilson's Catalogue of Plants.

Hardy Climbing Roses.

RUSSELL'S COTTAGE. Crimson purple, striped white.
SWEET BRIER. Foliage fragrant.
BELMONT. Rosy pink; free bloomer.
BALTIMORE BELLE. Blush white.
BOURSAULT. Purplish crimson.
PRAIRIE QUEEN. Bright crimson; fast grower. Price, from 30 cents to $1.00 each.

Extra Fine French Standard Roses.

IMPORTED DIRECT FROM FRANCE.

Hybrids and Bourbons, Teas and Moss roses, ranging from four to six feet high, embracing all the best varieties. This season we have received a large stock of extra strong plants, having had them specially selected for our retail trade. These we start in pots previous to offering them for sale, so that the purchasers may know that the plants are alive, as many are sold that are worthless; but by this method purchasers can depend upon what they buy. Price, from $1.50 to $3.00 each.

Dwarf Standard Roses.

Embracing all the best varieties of roses. Price, from 50 cents to $1.50 each.

Verbenas.

This beautiful and much admired plant has become indispensable in every garden for its continuity, and the many colors and shades presented in its bloom. We have selected, from the many hundreds of varieties in cultivation, fifty of the best. The selection being made with the greatest care, with a view to having the greatest variety of color, combined with the best bedding qualities, when selections are left to us, particular care will be paid to variety of color, so as to produce the most pleasing effect when in flower. Price, for set of 12, $3.00.

ARMIDA. Plumb, white eye, strong grower; profuse bloomer.
ACME. Deep maroon, yellow eye.
ALHAMBRA. Crimson maroon, white eye.
BLUE CHAMPION.
BOULE DE NIEGE. Pure white, profuse bloomer; extra.
BLACK DIAMOND. Rich dark maroon; extra
BRIGHTNESS. Scarlet crimson; fine.
BALL OF FIRE. Bright, dazzling scarlet; extra.
BLONDEI. Soiferino; extra.
BLAZING STAR. Scarlet crimson, white centre.
BIRD OF PARADISE. Scarlet, white centre.
BRUNETTE. Crimson maroon, white eye.
COMMA. Blush ground, vermillion eye.
CONQUEROR. Deep scarlet, yellow eye.
CRIMSON GLORY. Scarlet crimson, white eye.
CLEOPATRA...Blush, profuse bloomer; extra.
CELESTIAL...Crimson scarlet, violet eye.
CASTABELLA...Deep blue, white eye.
CAROLINA...Blush mottled, and speckled crimson.
COLUSUS...Crimson, violet eye, immense size.
CHARLIE...Maroon, yellow eye.
DEFIANCE.
DUNBAR...Deep plum, white eye.
EYE BRIGHT.
ENOCH ARDEN...Blush crimson and maroon.
FAVORITA.
GENERAL IN CHIEF...Carmine, white eye.
IVANHOE...Rich blue, white eye.
LOYALTY...Scarlet crimson, blue eye.
LADY BINNING...Showy scarlet, white eye.
MELINDRIS ALBA...White, fine bedder.
PLUTO...Purple, white eye.
ROVER...Blood red, white eye.
SANTIAGO.
SEMI RAMUS.
SCARLET CIRCLE...Dazzling, fine form.
SPARKLER...Light scarlet, yellow eye.
SADONIA...Chestnut, white eye.
THE BANNER...Blue, white striped.
VELVET MANTLE...Crimson scarlet, velvet shade.
VENUS...Pink, white eye.
VERMILLION...Improved defiance; extra.
WHITE FAWN...Improved defiance, rampart grower.
ZULA...Deep blue, white eye.

Dahlias.

The Dahlia is well known for its beauty of form and great variety of colors, and occupies a prominent position for flower garden and lawn ornamentation. During the past season we have added to our already extensive stock a number of new varieties of great beauty, whose peculiar shades and markings will have a tendency to increase the interest already felt in their cultivation. Price, $3.00 per dozen for dry roots; $2.00 per dozen for pot plants.

Dahlias, (General Collection.)

ADMIRATION...Dark maroon.
ALICE...White edged pink.
AMAZON...Yellow, scarlet edged.
ANDREW DODD'S...Crimson, violet eye.
ARDEN'S...Yellow, and lilac tint.
BARM AID...White, Salmon tipped.
BARON ALDERSO N...Scarlet and white.
BEAUTY OF HASTING...Blush
BOB RIDLEY...Dark scarlet.
CANARY...Fine yellow.
CHARLES TERRY...Dark maroon.
COQUETTE...Violet, striped and spotted carmine.
DANDY...Black, speckled maroon.
DR. WEBB...Deep scarlet.
DUCHESS OF CAMRIDGE...Blush crimson.
EMILY...White tipped lilac.
EMPRESS...White, tinged violet.
FANC Y QUEEN...Crimson scarlet.
FIREFLY...Vermillion scarlet.
FANNY...Blush white.
FLORIBUNDA...Rich carmine red.
FRANK SMITH...Large crimson.
FULGENS PICTA...Scarlet tipped white.
GRACE...Deep blush.
GRAND DUKE...Large lilac.
Wilson's Catalogue of Plants.

**IMPERATRICE EUGENIE.** Purple tipped white.

**LA PHARE.** Dazzling scarlet.

**LILAC QUEEN.** Rich lilac.

**LADY PASTON.** Crimson white tip.

**LORD DERBY.** Faultless crimson.

**MADGE WILDFIRE.** Crimson.

**MARQUIS OF BEAUMONT.** Rudy.

**MADAM ZAHLER.** Yellow Scarlet edged.

**MISS CAROLINE.** White Carmine edged.

**MISS KENNEDY.** Lilac, rose and white.

**MISS THOTTER.** Blush crimson edged.

**MONT BLANC.** Pure white.

**NEVIL KEENE.** Yellow, tipped rose.

**SIR H. HAVELock.** Scarlet and yellow.

**TOMMY GREEN.** Maroon, tipped white.

**TRIUMPH DE PECK.** Deep crimson.

**VESTA.** Pure white; extra.

**WILSON G. HUNT.** Large scarlet.

**WILLIAM DODD'S.** Clear yellow.

**Bouquet, or Pompone Dahlias.**

**AMIE.** Blush crimson tipped.

**BESSIE.** Buff, shaded red.

**BRIDE OF ROSES.** Light pink.

**CHILD OF FAITH.** White. Blush.

**CONQUIEROR.** Orange and scarlet.

**GERMAN BOY.** Cinnamon.

**GOLDLIGHT.** Straw color and white.

**JEMIE.** White, tipped violet.

**KIND AND TRUE.** Straw purple tip.

**LITTLE PHILIP.** Buff-rose edge.

**" FLORA.** Salmon shaded rose.

**" NEGRO BOY.** Maroon.

**" MAID.** White, edged p'le violet.

**" KATE.** Velvety purple.

**" WILLIE.** Rich deep pink.

**" WONDER.** Crimson scar.

**" SILVER ROSE.** Silvery wh.

**LITTLE SAXON.** BRIDE. White flushed rose.

**" TITUS.** Purple maroon.

**" PRINCESS.** Carmine red.

**" ROBERT.** Blush shaded pink.

**" FRED.** Blush mottled.

**" PURPLE KING.** Rich purple.

**" PYRAMID.** Deep rose.

**" PRINCE.** Purple, white edged.

**MOONBEAM.** White, lilac center.

**PEARL.** Pure white.

**PERFECTION.** Deep maroon.

**PRINCESS OF LILLIPUTS.** Blush amber shade.

**PURPLE GEM.** Rich purple.

**SAMBO.** Dark maroon.

**SNOW-FLAKE.** White, very full.

**Lantanas.**

The Lantanas has become one of the most popular plants for bedding purposes in cultivation, forming dwarf-spreading bushes, covered with umbels of white straw, or golden yellow flowers, changing to pink, rose or crimson. Planted out in May, they give a constant succession of bloom until frost. They will grow in any soil. Price, $2.00 per dozen.

**ADOPH AVAS.**—Canary, dark centre. White.

**ALBA.**—White.

**ALBA PERFECTA.**—Pure white.

**AURANTICA.**—Bright orange.

**CLOTILDA.**—Pink, centre yellow.

**DELICATISSIMA.**—Deep lilac.

**EUGENIE.**—Rose and white.

**FLORA.**—Orange and pink.

**FULGENS.**—Yellow and orange.

**GRAND SULTAN.**—Purple and yel'w.

**HENDERSONII.**—Rose, centre white.

**LENAIX.**—Orange and carmine.

**LINA ETINGER.**—Straw color, dwarf.

**MAGNUM.**—Large white, yellow centre.

**MARCELLA.**—Lilac rose, changing to yellow.

**MAD. PORCHOR.**—Rose and salmon shaded.

**MONS. BuchARLET.**—Golden yellow.

**MONFECK.**—Crimson, compact habit.

**MULTABILISMAJOR.**—Orange and scarlet.

**RAPHAEL.**—Purple, orange and rose.

**RUBRA LUTEA.**—Red and yellow.

**SPLENDIDA.**—Purplish red.

**VICTORIA.**—White lemon centre.

**WILSONII.**—Rose and white.
Tritoma Uvaria Grandiflora.

These are splendid late flowering, half hardy, herbaceous plants, forming from the centres, tall flowering-scapes, from three to five feet in height, in the late summer and autumn months, with large terminal, densely flowered racemes of rich pendant, orange-red tinted flower tubes, each raceme from one to two feet in length. They are admirably adapted for forming large, effective groups and beds, in which the numerous terminal, flame colored blossoms have a fine effect. Price 50 cents to $1.00 each.
Fuschias.

LADY'S EARDROP.

A deservedly popular class of plants, blooming from May until November, and much admired for their graceful form. They should be planted in a partial shade to succeed well. 25 cents each, except where noted.

ANNE BOLEYN.—Sepals scarlet, double, corolla dark violet rose.
ARABELLA.—Sepals white, corolla rose.
BEAUTIES BLOOM.—Purple corolla.
BIANCA.—White sepals, dark pink corolla.
BLUE BOY.—Scarlet sepals, splendid habit.
EMPEROR OF FUSCHIAS.—Sepals crimson corolla white, double.
ELM CITY.—Corolla forming crimson scarlet, globular balls, double.
EVENING STAR.—Sepals blush, corolla pinkish scarlet.
GARIBALDI.—Double dense blue, violet corolla.
GRAND CROSS.—Sepals scarlet, purple corolla.
LADY OF THE SEA.—Corolla violet purple, two inches in diameter.
LUSTRE.—Dark scarlet corolla, blush sepals.
MARIE CORNILLESON.—Sepals scarlet, corolla white, double.
PRINCE IMPERIAL.—Best dark early variety.
PURITANI.—White corolla.
ROSE OF DENMARK.—Sepals white, corolla light blue.
SNOW DROP.—Sepals bright scarlet, corolla white, semi-double.
SPECIOSA.—Tubes and sepals blush, corolla crimson, extra.
SCHILLER.—Sepals and tube white, corolla purple, extra.
SIR COLLIN CAMPBELL.—Sepals crimson, corolla purple, double.
SURPASSE V. DE PUEBLA.—Double, scarlet sepals.
QUEEN OF WHITES.—Double white corolla.
WHITE LADY.—Sepals crimson, corolla white, free bloomer.

Monthly Carnations.

A magnificent class of popular favorites that bloom at all seasons, most of which are fragrant, which in connection with their rich and varied colors, secures for them a prominent place among garden plants and conservatory ornamentation. Price, 5.00 per dozen.

ASTORIA...Canary ground, flaked white, maroon and scarlet.
ATTRACTION.—White dotted vermilion.
CHARLEMANGE.—Light rose, fragrant.
FLATBUSH.—Pure white, fringed, free bloomer, extra.
GENERAL GRANT.—Pure white, blooming in clusters.
JACQUARD.—Scarlet, striped maroon and white.
LINCOLN.—White ground, deeply flaked pink.
LA FONTAINE.—Buff striped pink, very free bloomer.
LA HERMOINE.—Pure white, fine form, shy bloomer.
LA PURITE.—Rosy pink, dwarf, very free bloomer.
VON TRIUMPH.—White, mottled pink.
PRESIDENT DEGRAW.—Pure white, fragrant free bloomer.
HITE LA PURITE.—White, sometimes shaded pink.
New Chrysanthemums.

Importation of 1871.

The following have been carefully selected from the New Collection just sent out by Mr. Adam Forsyth, the Celebrated English Chrysanthemum grower, and have been pronounced by competent judges to be decidedly superior to any of their class hitherto introduced. Price, 75 cents each; $7.00 for the set of 13.

LE GRAND.—Delicate rosy peach, shading to fawn, the petals next the centre faintly striped, elegantly incurved.

GOLDEN JOHN SALTER.—Golden yellow, changing to amber; a fine sport of John Salter.

MRS. GEO. RUNDLE.—Pure white, beautifully incurved, and very close and compact; the following are small in size, but in regard to the purity of color they are unrivalled.

VENUS.—Lilac peach, finely incurved.

GOLDEN BEVERLY.—Rich golden yellow, fine form.

LADY HARDINGE.—Delicate rose.

MR COLE.—Large blush anemone, high centre, very dwarf and free blooming. A most useful variety where cut flowers are wanted.

BEETHOVEN.—Bronzed red, with slight golden tips on the under surface, petals broad, stiff, and finely incurved, very double and free habit.

MRS. GEO. HASKIN.—A very large incurved flower with thick, broad, richly converging petals, the color a warm lilac rose or peach, with silvery turnover, the color deepening towards the circumference. A grand show flower.

ROTUNDIFLORA...Pearl white, changing to pale lilac as the flower expands, petals broad, stiff, and finely incurved.

MR. EVANS...Very dark chestnut, with higher centre, beautifully incurved, very dwarf and free blooming; well adapted for either cut blooms or specimen growing.

BLONDE BEAUTY...A fine incurved flower, of the most perfect construction and refined appearance; medium size, the petals extra broad, and incurring perfectly, the color white, with delicate stripes and tips of the purest rose which deepens in tone towards the circumference.

MISS MARY MORGAN...Delicate pink, with broad incurved petals; the same character as Mrs. G. Runkle, but twice the size.

Chrysanthemums (Hardy.)

There are few plants offered for sale that give more satisfaction than the Chrysanthemums, flowering as they do, when nearly all other plants have done blooming, viz.: October and November, and at the same time presenting such a variety of colors as to cause the garden to present a pleasing appearance, even when frost has come. Price, $2.00 per dozen.
Chinese Chrysanthemums. *(Large flowering.)*

ALM. — Rosy purple.
AUREA MULTIFLORA.— Rich yellow.
ALBERT HELYER.— Purplish crimson.
BRILLIANT.— Brownish crimson.
BEAUTY.— Light mauve.
BARON DE SOLON.— Deep carmine.
COQUETTE.— Blush.
COUNTESS OF WARWICK.— Sulphur white.
CHARLES DOMAGE.— Pale yellow.
DR. BROOK.— Cinnamon, gold tip.
EVE.— Sulphur yellow.
GOLDEN BALL.— Bright orange.
FULGIDUM.— Dark fiery red.
HER MAJESTY.— Rich blush.
HOLMAN HUNT.— Clear rosy pink.
IONA.— Bright citron yellow.
LADY RUSSELL.— Blush, gold tint.
LADY CAREY.— Large rosy lilac.
MISS SLADES.— White and buff; extra.
MISS AUGUSTA.— Tasselled yellow.
MRS. KAINES.— Transparent blush.
MRS. WYNES.— Violet, new shaded.
MARGARET VEITCH.— Deep pink.
MINNIE WARREN.— Blush, centre yellow.
PRINCE OF WALES.— Purple violet.
QUEEN.— Rich blush; extra.
RACINE.— Yellow shaded purple.
SAUMEREIZ.— Dwarf chestnut.
SNOWBALL.— Pure white; extra.
STRIATUM.— White, striped purple.
TRIUMPH DU NORD.— Light red.
VENICE.— Delicate, peach shaded.
VESTA.— Pure white.
STELLA.— Rich golden yellow; extra.
TENPEE OF SOLOMON.— Golden yellow.
VIRGINIA MILLER.— Deep rose.
VESTA.— Pure white.
YELLOW DRAGON.— (Japan.)
ANDROMEDA.— Cream color; crimson tip.
BOULE DE NIEGE.— Pure white, yellow centre.
CONDRILLION.— Deep golden yellow.
CAMELEON.— Pink, white and orange.
JONQUIL.— Deep yellow.
LA BRAZIER.— Deep bronze.
MRS. CAMPBELL.— Rich crimson.
MINNIE WARREN.— Blush, centre yellow.
ROI DE LILLIPUT.— Gold and crimson.

Pompone Chrysanthemums. *(Small flowering.)*

AUSTRALIA.— Feathery rose.
AURORA BOREALIS.— Deep orange.
ALEX. PEELE.— Cinnamon.
BOB.— Crimson red.
BRAZEN MIRROR.— Bronze shade.
BOULE DENIEGE.— Pure white, yellow centre.
CINDERELLA.— Pure white.
DR. BOIS DUVAL.— Dark red.
GOLDEN CRESTE.— Rich dark yellow.
LOUISA HONORATTY.— Bright pink.
IFEGENIA.— Light rose; extra.
IDIAN.— Prince, deep cinnamon.
JULIA.— Gold tipped crimson.
JONES.— Golden yellow.

LOUISA LESSIER.— Purple and white.
LA BRAZIER.— Deep bronze.
MRS. WYNES.— Rosy lilac.
MARY LIND.— Blush shade.
MADAME DUMAGE.— Clear white.
PERY.— Dark yellow with red points.
PROFUSION.— Deep blush.
PEARL OF AUTUMN.— Small, deep lilac.
PRINCE ALFRED.— Carmine.
ROSE D'AMOUR.— Rich shade of rose.
SALMON.— Rose carmine.
TORFRED.— Golden amber.
SUNSET.— Carmine and orange.
VIOLA.— Violet blush tipped.

EMPERESS OF INDIA.— White, very large.
EMPERESS EUGENIE.— Delicate, rose lilac, large and incurved.
QUEEN OF ENGLAND.—Blush.
COUNTESS OF WARWICK.—Primrose, large, finely incurved, of excellent habit and good foliage.
JARDIN DES PLANTES.—Bright golden orange. Price, $2.00 per dozen.

Phlox.

A beautiful family of hardy herbaceous plants that have been much improved of late years. Taking into consideration the case of culture, the sure and profuse habit of flowering, none are better for garden planting. We do not know a family of plants that will afford such a variety of color and prolongation of bloom. In color they are from white to crimson, with all the intermediate shades. Many of them are fragrant, and will grow either in shade or sunshine. Price, $2.00 per dozen.

ALBERTUS.—Shaded purple and crimson.
AURIEL DURIER.—Pure white, car eye.
ANDROMEDA.—White scarlet eye.
BOREE.—Violent crimson.
CROSS OF ST. LOUIS.—Lilac and white striped.
CYGNET.—Large, pure white.
DONALDSONII.—White, deep crimson eye.
EDWARD ABOUT.—Rich rosy, crim. eyes.
EMELIE.—Crimson, dark centre.
FUSI-GANA.—Dark violet, fiery c‘tre-
HERE.—White, crimson eye.
HENDERSONII.—Crimson purple, scarlet eye.
JOHN BAILIE.—Violet purple, ex.
LA CANDEUR.—Paper white crimson eye.
LIERVALL.—Crimson and white.
LADY HOME.—French white vermillion eye.
MAD. CUBITIER.—Pure white crimson eye.
MAD. VAN HOUTER.—Salmon red, crimson eye.
MAD. ROLLISON.—Rose, crim. cent.
" BELLEVUE.—White scar‘t eye.
" LAURISON.—White scar‘t eye.
" MARIE—LA CROIX. Lilac, red eye.
MAD. MARIE BELGER.—Large deep lilac.
MAD. HOMELETTE.—Fine rosy pur eye.
MAD. DE WENDALL.—White, vermillion eye.
MAD. PICQUETT.—Light rose, pur ple eye.
MAD. D’ARGENT.—Blush, crimson eye.
MAD. MARSEUX.—White, purple eye.
MAD. RENDATLER.—Blush, crimson eye.
MRS. FORBES.—White, deep pink eye.
MONSIEUR MONCLET.—Rose crimson centre.
MISS HARE.—Snow white, deep violet centre.
MISS DUNCAN.—White, deep pink eye.
MISS GERRARD.—Rich crimson.
MR. ROBERTS.—Pink, purple sha’d.
MARIE CARTERION.—Pure white, carmine eye.
NE PLUS ULTRA.—Bright salmon rose.
NAPOLEON.—Extra fine striped.
PRES. MOREL.—Rich carmine.
RAPHAEL.—Violent, white eye.
RUBY.—Fine scarlet crimson.
ROSY GEM.—Deep pink, large spike.
VENUS.—Light blush, carmine eye.
VICTOR HUGO.—Large deep purple.
VICTORINE LEONOR.—Pink crimson eye.
VESUVE.—Carmine, black eye.
MRS. E. LAKE.—White scarlet cent’e.
Erythrina.

CORAL PLANT.

Flowers large, scarlet crimson, in dense spikes, from one to two feet long, and in great abundance. The roots should be lifted in November, and stored away like Dahlias, every year it grows larger and finer. Every flower grower should possess a plant; it makes gorgeous clumps. Price, from 50 cents to $2.00 each.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Spring Bulbs.

AMARYLLIS FORMOSSISSIMA..(Jacobea Lily), 40 cents each, 4.00 per doz.
CONVALLARIA MAGALIS..Lily of the Valley), per root, 25 cents.
DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS..(Fine hardy herbaceous plants), 30 cents each
$3.00 per dozen.
LILLIUM AURATUM..New variety from Japan, 50 cents each.
LILLIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM..White Japan Lilly, 50 cents each.
LILUM RUBRUM.—Red Japan Lily. Price, 50 cents each, $6.00 per doz.
LILLIUM MONSTROSUM.—$1.00 each, $9.00 per dozen,
TIGRIDA PAVONIA.—(Tiger Flower), 15 cents each, $1.50 per dozen.
ULLEUNS TUBEROSA ..(Madeira vine), 25 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.

Bedding Plants.

The following selection, flowers all the season, and comprises the most appropriate and useful plants for planting in the garden for summer blooming For a more complete description, refer to special notice.

AGERATUM MEXICANUM—Pale blue, 15 cents.
AGERATUM VARIEGATUM.—Foliage variegated, 25 cents.
ALOYSIA CITRIDA.—Lemon-scented Verbena, 25 to 50 cents.
ABUTILOX.—In var., Chinese Bell Flower, 50 cents.
ASTERS.—A fine assortment, 10 cents.
BELLIS PERENIS.—Daisy, in sorts, 15 cents,
BOUVARDIAS.—See special list, 50 cents.
CUPHEA.—Segar Plant, 15 cents.
CARNATIONS.—Sardenian, 15 cents.
CALCEOLARIAS.—Shrubby, 25 cents.
DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS.—Bleeding Heart, 25 cents.
DELPHINUM FORMOSUM.—Hardy Larkspur, 25 cents.
DAHLIAS.—See special lists, 25 cents.
DIANTHUS HEDIWIGII.—Japan Pink, 25 cents.
DIANTHUS REMONTANT.—Monthly Carnation, see special list, 50 cents.
FUSCHIAS.—See special list, 25 to 50 cents.
FEVERFEWS.—Double, 20 cents.
GAZENIA SPLENDENS.—20 cents.
GERANIUMS.—Scarlet, pink, white, &c., see special list, 20 cents.

" Scented, see special list, 25 to 50 cents.
" Fancy, see special list, 25 to 50 cents.
GLADIOLUS.—See special list, 20 cents to $2.00.
GAILLARDIA PICTA.—15 cents.
HELIOTROPES.—See special list, 15 to 25 cents,
HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS—25 to 75 cents.
LANTANAS.—Special list, 15 to 25 cents.
LOBELIA.—In sorts, 20 cents.
LAVENDER.—35 to 50 cents.
MATHiola ANNUSS—Stockgilly, 15 to 50 cents.
MYOSOTIS ALPESTRIS.—Forget-me not, 20 cents.
MAURANDIA BARCLAYANIA.—Beautiful climber, 25 cents.
MIMULIS.—Monkey Flower, 15 cents.
MIGNONETTE.—20 cents.
NEIREMBERGIA GRACILIS.—Flowing Fox, 20 cents.
PETUNIas.—See special list, 15 to 50 cents.
PHLOX PERENNIS.—See special list, 20 cents.
PHLOMIS.—Orange, plum-like flowers, 50 cents.
PENTSTEMONS,—25 cents.
PANSY.—Extra fine and large, 10 cents,
PAEONIA...Herbaceous, 25 to 50 cents.
PAEONIA MONTAN.—Tree, 50 cents to $2.00.
PHLOX DRUMMONDI.—In varieties, 15 cents.
ROSES.—In variety, see special list, 22 to 75 cents.
ROSEMARY.—50 cents.
SALVIA.—See special list, 20 to 30 cents.
TIGRIDA.—Shell flowers, 15 cents.
TROPEOLUM.—In variety, 25 cents.
VIOLETS...DOUBLE, 25 cents.
VERBENAS.—See special list, $1.25 to $2.00 per dozen.
VINCA VARIEGATA...25 cents.
VERONICAS...Choice varieties, 25 to 50 cents.
WALL FLOWERS...25 to 50 cents.
ZINNIA...Double, in variety, 15 cents.

Greenhouse Plants.

The following list embraces but a small part of the plants offered for sale at this establishment. Many other varieties not herein enumerated, can be supplied. All new and desirable greenhouse, hothouse, bedding and hardy plants are added to our collection as soon as they can be obtained. The price depending on the size and quality.

ABUTILON...In variety, 50 cents.
ACACIA...In variety.
ALLOCASYIA METALICA...$1.00.
AMARYLIS...In variety, from 50 cents to $5.00.
ARDESIA...50 cents.
AZALEA INDICA...50 varieties, 50 cents to $5.00.
AGAPANTHUS...50 cents.
AGAVE... In variety, 50 cents.
APHELANDRA... 50 cents.
ASPEDISTRA VARIEGATA... 50 cents.
BIGONIA... In variety, 25 cents to $1.00.
BILBERGIA... In variety, 50 cents.
BOUVAIRDIA... In variety, 50 cents.
BIGONIA... In variety, 50 cents to $1.00.
BLETIA TANKERVILLE... $1.00 to $5.00.
BURCHELIA CAPEXSIS... 50 cents.
CAMELEIAS... 50 varieties, 50 cents to $10.
CISSUS DISCOLOR... 50 cents.
CALLA... In variety, 50 cents.
CENTRADEXIA FLORIBUNDA... 50 cents.
COCOLOBIA UNIPERPA... 50 cents.
CERUS... 50 cents.
CHORIZEMA VARIC7M... 50 cents.
CORONELLA GLAUC... 50 cents.
CALLADIUMS... In variety, 50 cents to $2.00.
CROTON... In variety, 50 cents to $2.00.
CITRUS... In variety, 50 cents to $25.00.
CESTRUM... In variety, 50 cents to $1.00.
COREA... In variety, 50 cents to $2.00.
CLERODEXDRUM... 50 cents to $1.00.
CRINUM AMABLIS... 50 cents to $2.00.
CYCLAMEN... In variety, 50 cents to $1.00.
CYPREX... In variety, 50 cents to $5.00.
DAPHNE ODORATA... 50 cents to $5.00.
DIONIA MUSIPULA... 50 cents to $1.00.
DRACENA... In variety, 50 cents to $5.00.
Diosma Ericiodies... 50 cents.
DIFFENBACHIA PICTA... 50 cents to $2.00.
ERICA... In variety, 50 cents.
EPIPHYLLUM... In variety, 50 cents to $2.00.
ECHITIS PICTA... 50 cents to $1.00.
ECHEVERIA... In variety, 50 cents to $1.00.
EUPATORIUM... In variety, 50 cents.
EUPHORBIA... In variety, 50 cents.
FABIANA IMBRICATA... 50 cents.
FERN... In variety, 25 cents to $1.00.
FICUS... In variety, 50 cents to $1.00.
FITONIA... In variety, 50 cents to $1.00.
FRANCESIA... 50 cents to $2.00.
GESNERIA... In variety, 50 cents to $1.00.
GLOXENIA... In variety, 50 cents.
GARDENIA... In variety, 50 cents.
HAKEA VICTORIA... $3.00.
HABROTHAMNUS...In variety, 50 cents.
HETROCENTRUM ALBA...50 cents.
HOYA...(Wax Plants), 50 cents.
HIBISCUS COOPERII...$1.00.
ISOLIPIS GRASSILIS...25 cents.
IXORA...In variety, 50 cents to $5.00.
JASIMINUM...In variety, 50 cents to $2.00.
JUSTICIA...In variety, 50 cents.
KENEDIA...In variety, 50 cents.
LANTANIA...In variety, 50 cents to $5.00.
LIBONIA FLORIBUNDA...50 cents.
MAHERNIA ODORATA...50 cents.
MARANTA...In variety, 50 cents.
MUSA CAVIDISHII...$2.00.
METROSEDORUS...In variety, 50 cents.
MAMILLARIA...In variety, 50 cents.
MYRTUS...In variety. 50 cents.
NERIUM...50 cents to $5.00.
OLEA FRAGRANS...$1.00.
POLYGALA...50 cents to $2.00.
PASSIFLORA TRIFUSCATA...50 cents to $1.00.
PASSIFLORA...In variety, 50 cents to $1.00.
PANICUM...In variety, 50 cents to $1.00.
PEPPEROMIA...In variety, 50 cents.
PRIMULA...In variety, 50 cents to $2.00.
PHACEOLUS CERULA...50 cents.
PANDANUS...In variety, 50 cents to $5.00.
PHORMIUM TENAX VARIEGATA...$5.00.
PONSETTA PULCHERIMA...50 cents to $2.00.
RUSSELLA JUNCEA...50 cents.
RONDELIDIA SPECIOSA MAJOR...$100.
SANCHESIA NOBILIS...50 cents to $2.00.
STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA...$1.00.
SOLANUM...In variety, 50 cents.
STRELETZIA REGINA...$2.00.
SWANSONIA...50 cents.
STEVIA ODORATA...50 cents.
SMILAX...50 cents.
TORENIA ASIATICA...50 cents.
TILANDRIA ZEBRINA...$1.00.
TECOMA...50 cents.
TRADESCANTIA...In variety, 25 cents
VIBURNUM TINUM...50 cents to $5.00.
VINCA ROSEA...25 cents.
VERONICA...In variety, 50 cents.
HARDY GRAPES.

ALLEN'S HYBRID.—Bunches large and compact, of a light green color, flesh tender and rich. Ripens first of September. Two years old, 75 cents each.

ADIRONDAC.

Bunches large and moderately compact, and of a nearly black color; flesh tender and rich. Ripens middle of October. One year old vines, 50 cents; two years, $1.00.

CONCORD.

Bunches and berries very large, color black, and covered with a beautiful blue bloom; flavor excellent, very hardy and productive; one of the best for planting, as it will thrive in almost any soil or situation. One year old vines 25 cents; two years, per 100 $2.20; three years, 75 cents each.

CREVELING.—Berries medium, color black, flesh tender and sweet, very productive. Ripens middle of September. Two years old, 75 cents.

DIANA.

Bunches large and of a reddish color, flesh tender, sweet and juicy, with a musky flavor, very productive. Ripens last of September. Two and three years old, 75 cents.

DELAWARE.

Bunches medium, very compact and shouldered, skin thin and of a deep amber color, flavor vinous and very sweet. Very hardy and productive. Ripens first of September. Two years old, 75 cents.

HARTFORD PROLIFIC.

Bunches very large, compact and shouldered, color black, flavor sweet and rich, very productive. Ripens last of August, being the earliest grape in market. Two years old, 50 cents.

ISRAELLA.

Bunches large and compact, shouldered, color black, skin thin, flesh tender, sweet and rich. Ripens 1st of September. Two years old 50 cents.

IONA.

Bunches large, compact and shouldered, color deep red, flesh tender, with a sweet, brisk flavor, almost similar to the flavor of a hothouse grape. Ripens middle of September. Two years old 50 cents.

ISABELLA.—An old favorite, too well known to require a description. Two and three years old, 50 cents.

ROGER'S HYBRID.

Are mostly all good varieties, being a hybrid between the Hamburg grape and our native varieties. We grow the following numbers, which have been selected as being the best: Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 15, 19, 33. Two years old 75 cents.

UNION VILLAGE.

Bunches very large, color black, flesh tender and very juicy. Very hardy and productive. Ripens middle of September. Two years old, 75 cents.
SMALL FRUITS.

Strawberries.

AGRICULTURIST.—Berries large, firm red, $2.00 per 100.
BARTLETT...Berries medium, productive, crimson, $1.50 per 100.
GREEN PROLIFIC.—Berries large, very productive, light crimson, $2.00 per 100.
JUCUNDA.—Berries very large, unproductive, bright red, $2.00 per 100.
LENNIG'S WHITE.—Berries large; the best white variety, 3.00 per 100.
RUSSELL'S PROLIFIC.—Berries large, firm and productive, $2.00 per 100.
TRIOMPHE DE GAND.—Scarlet; best variety grown, $1.50 per 100.
WILSON'S ALBANY SEEDLING.—Berries large, productive, dark red, $1.50 per 100.

Raspberries.

CLARKE SEEDLING.

This is a new variety of great merit, a vigorous grower, and perfectly hardy. Berries very large, bright red, good flavor, and very productive. Price 25 cents each; $15.00 per 100.

PHILADELPHIA.

This is another new variety of promise, being a very vigorous grower, quite hardy, and very productive. Berries large, red, and excellent flavor. Price, 25 cents each. $15.00 per 100.

DOOLITTLE IMPROVED BLACK CAP.

This is a valuable early variety, ripening its fruit before the red varieties become common. It is a strong grower, hardy and productive. Berries large, firm, juicy and good flavor. Price, $1.00 per dozen; $6.00 per 100.

BRINKLES' ORANGE.

An old favorite variety, with fruit of a beautiful orange color, very large and delightful flavor. Productive. The canes must be protected through the winter. Price, $2.00 per dozen.

BELLE DE FONTENAY.—Fruit large red, of a good flavor and productive, bearing a second crop in autumn. Price, $1.50 per dozen.

FRANCONIA.—Fruit very large, dark red, and rich flavor, fruit firm; one of the best for marketing. Price, $1.50 per dozen.

HORNET.—Fruit very large, bright red, and fine flavor; very productive. Price, $3.00 per dozen.

HUDSON RIVER ANTWERP.—Fruit medium in size, red, excellent in flavor, and very productive. Price, $1.00 per dozen.

Blackberries.

WILSON'S EARLY.

This is a new variety of great value, ripening from five to ten days earlier than the "Lawton." It is a good grower. Very productive, the berries of the largest size and excellent flavor. Unlike the "Lawton," when the berries turn black, they are ripe and ready for market. Price, 25 cents each; $15.00 per 100.
KITTATINNY.
This is a valuable acquisition of very vigorous growth, producing berries of extra size and superior flavor, fruit firm. It will, no doubt become the leading variety for marketing purposes, while its fine size, superior flavor, and abundant bearing qualities make it a favorite with all small fruit-growers. Price, 25 cents each; $15.00 per 100.

NEW ROCHELLE OR LAWTON.—Fruit very large, and when ripe, good flavored, very productive. Price, $1.50 per dozen.

DORCHESTER OR HIGH BUSH.—Very vigorous grower, fruit small, but sweet; earlier than Lawton. Price, $1.50 per dozen.

FRENCH CUT OR PARSLEY LEAVED.—Fruit large, with peculiar flavor. Price, $2.00 per dozen.

**Curants.**—$2.00 per dozen.

BLACK NAPLES.—Fruit large and productive, the best of the black varieties.

CHERRY.—Fruit red and very large, bunches large and compact; very productive.

CHAMPAGNE...Fruit of medium size, and of a beautiful flesh color; productive.

GLORIE DES SABLONS...Fruit medium size, bunches long, berries white, distinctly striped with red; productive.

LA FERTILE...Fruit large, dark red color, with large bunches, and very productive.

RED DUTCH...A variety of good quality and productive; will succeed well in any soil.

RED GRAPE...Very large, good flavor and productive.

VERSATLLES...Fruit very large, bunches long and good flavored; very productive.

VICTORIA...Fruit large, bunches very long, red; very productive.

WHITE GRAPE.—Fruit very large and compact, white, transparent and sweet; productive.

WHITE HOLLAND...Fruit large and good flavored, white and transparent; productive.

WHITE DUTCH.Fruit large and good quality; a good variety for indifferent soils.

**Rhubarb Roots.**—$15.00 per 100.

LINNAEUS...Price, 25 cents each.

VICTORIA.—Price, 25 cents each.

**Asparagus Roots.**—Price, $10.00 per 1,000.

**Gooseberries.**

This season we have imported all the leading varieties of this favorite fruit from France and Scotland. They are in splendid condition, and with a little attention through the summer months, can be made to produce fruit equal to that grown in Europe. The Gooseberry to succeed well in our climate, needs a close pruning and a good manuring yearly, and the ground covered with straw or litter during the hot summer months to protect the roots. By pursuing
this course the plants will never mildew, but will bear profusely. We have the red, white and yellow varieties. Price, strong plants, $3.00 per dozen.

**Pear Trees.**
All the leading varieties, 50 cents to $5 each.

**Peach Trees.**
All the leading varieties, 25 to 50 cents each.

**Plums.**
All the leading varieties, price 50 cents each.

**Cherries.**
All the popular varieties, from 50 to 75 cents each.

**Quinces, Apricots and Nectarines.**
All the leading varieties, from 50 to 75 cents each.

**Standard Apples.**
All the leading varieties, 50 cents each.

**Dwarf Apples.**
Suitable for planting in small gardens where there would not be room for standards. All the popular varieties, 50 cents each.

**Hardy Flowering Shrubs.**
Price, 25 to 50 cents each.

**ALTHEA, OR ROSE OF SHARON,** five varieties.
**ALMOND (Double Flowering),** a very pretty shrub, which produces a profusion of rose-colored blossoms in the spring.

**AZALEA PONTICA,** beautiful flowering shrubs, bearing flowers similar to the Greenhouse Azale, flowering during the month of April, May and June; well worthy a place in every garden. We have 10 distinct named varieties, $1.00 each.

**CALYCANTHUS FLORIDUS (Sweet-scented Shrub),** a much prized shrub, on account of its purple-colored flowers, which are very fragrant. Grows about 5 feet in height.

**CHIONANTHUS VIRGINICA (White Fringe Tree),** a beautiful tall growing shrub, with many long loose panicles of small pure white flowers, appearing like bunches of matted fringe in the distance. Very showy. $1.00 each.

**CORNUS SANGUINEA (Red Twigged Dogwood),** a strong growing, bushy shrub, with small white flowers, the stem and branches turning a deep red in winter. Very showy.

**CRATAEGUS (English Hawthorn),** beautiful shrubs, worthy a place in any collection, and much admired for their delicious perfume. Varieties double white and red.
CYDONIA JAPONICA (Japan Quince), low growing, thorny shrubs, with flowers of deep crimson and white colors. They are very showy, and thrive in almost any soil.

CYTISUS LABURNUM (Golden Chain), a beautiful low growing tree, with long racemes of golden yellow-colored flowers. It can be trained as a bush. Very showy and handsome.

DEUTZIA GRASILIS, Beautiful shrubs, bearing a profusion of white flowers "SCABRA," in the spring.

DEUTZIA CRENATA FLORA PLENA, a beautiful double variety of the above; a strong grower, and a very attractive plant.

EUONYMUS (Burning Bush), a tall growing shrub, which presents a very showy appearance from its profusion of scarlet fruit in fall and winter.

FORSYTHIA VERIDISSIMA (Golden bell) an irregular growing shrub, producing a profusion of beautiful yellow, bell-shaped flowers very early in spring.

HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS, a beautiful shrub, with flowers resembling in shape the snowball, which change color from white to pink and blue.

MAGNOLIAS. The Magnolia is one of the most attractive and beautiful class of plants in cultivation; not only the flowers are beautiful, but also the foliage.

CONSPICUA, large flowering Chinese white. $1.00 to $3.00.

SOUANGEANA white, purple centre. $1.00 to $3.00.

GRANDIFLORA, large flower, white, fragrant, dark green, glossy foliage. $1.00.

PHILADELPHUS (Syringa), popular shrub, producing beautiful white flower of a very agreeable fragrance, resembling the orange blossom.

PRUNIS SINENSIS (Double White-flowering Plum). A beautiful shrub, with flowers of pure white, resembling in shape of flower and habit of growth the Flowering Almond.

SPIREA, beautiful dwarf shrubs, which bloom from early spring until autumn, flowers white, pink and red. Very desirable for shrubberies and the flower garden

SYRINGA (Lilac), very hardy elegant shrubs, with very fragrant flowers.

TAMARIX, very handsome shrub, with delicate foliage, and beautiful pinkish fragrant flowers.

VIBURNUM OPULOUS (Snowball), an old and well known shrub, having large bunches of white flowers resembling a snowball.

YUCCA (Adam’s Needle), very showy plants, growing in lily form from their centre strong stems of white umbellated flowers. Quite hardy.

**Evergreen Trees and Shrubs.**

ABIES ALBA (White or Blue Spruce), a beautiful pyramid growing free of a pale bluish foliage and a compact form. 50 cents.

ABIES EXCELSA, OR NORWAY SPRUCE
One of the best evergreens grown for general planting. A rapid grower and
very hardy, and when large, very picturesque. It is also excellent for
hedges. Price, 50 cents.

ACUBA JAPONICA.—Leaves deep glossy green, blotched with yellow spots.
Not quite hardy. $1.00.

AURICARIA IMBRICATA.—(Chile Pine). $1.00 to $2.00.

BUXUS—(Tree box), a beautiful tall growing variety, good compact habit. 50
cents.

CEDRUS DEODORA, OR DEODAR CEDAR. $1.00 to $2.00.

CEDRUS LIBANI, OR CEDAR OF LEBANON...Both beautiful evergreens,
They succeed best when planted with Norway Spruce, or other hardy
evergreens. $1.00 to $2.00.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONI—A new and very elegant evergreen of recent in.
troduction, of pendulous habit. It has proved hardy, and is a rapid
grower. 50 cents to $2.00.

CYRPTOMARIA JAPONICA.—(Great Japan Cedar.) A rare and elegant ever
green of great beauty. 50 cents to $1.00.

EUONYMUS JAPONICA...A beautiful compact growing shrub, foliage bright-
green and glossy. 25 cents to $1.00.

EUONYMUS VARIEGATA...A variegated variety of the above plant, foliage
being edged with white. 25 cents to $1.00.

EUONYMUS AUREA VARIEGATA...Foliage and stems edged yellow, 50
cents to $1.00.

JUNIPERUS HIBERNICEA, IRISH JUNIPER.
A handsome pyramidal tree of dense growth, which presents a beautiful ap-
pearance when planted in clumps or as single specimens. 50 cents to $2.00.

JUNIPERUS ERICOIDES, OR HEATH LEAF JUNIPER...A beautiful
variety having finer foliage than the preceding variety, of slow growth and
very hardy. 75 cents.

JUNIPERUS SUCCIA... (Sweedish Juniper), a pretty variety of compact
growth, almost similar to the Irish. $1.00 each.

JUNIPERUS PENDULA...A beautiful variety of a weeping habit. $1.00 each.

PICEA BALSAMICA, OR BALSAM FIR...A handsome wide spreading
pyramidal tree, with dark green foliage. 50 cents.

PICEA AUSTRALIA, OR AUSTRIAN PINE...A beautiful tree of rapid growth.
and good shape. 50 cents.

PINUS SILVESTRIS, OR SCOTCH PINE.
A very popular variety, and grows to a large size; one of the best specimens
for planting in lawns, as it retains its lower limbs for a long time. 50 cents.

THUJA OCCIDENTALIS, OR AMERICAN ARBOR VITAE
A very good variety to grow singly or in groups, and well suited to inter-
sperse with other evergreens, their habit of growth giving them a good ap-
pearance. It also forms the most beautiful of evergreen hedges, for which
it is very extensively used. 25 cents to $1.50. Plants for hedging $5.00 to
$50.00 per 1,00.

THUJA SIBEREA, OR SIBERIAN ARBOR VITAE.
This is a more beautiful variety than the preceding for growing as single
specimens, as it is of a more dense and compact form, with a very dark green foliage. 25 cents to $2.00.

THUJA AUREA, OR GOLDEN ARBOR VITAE.

A pretty variety; foliage of a light golden green, and very fine, growing very dense and compact. 50 cents to $1.00.

THUJA VARIEGATA. A handsome variety, with foliage curiously marked with green and yellow. $1.00.

THUJA INTERMEDIA.—This is a very beautiful variety, having a fine creeping habit; it is also a vigorous grower. $2.00.

THUYOPSIS BOREALIS.—A new and a beautiful evergreen of a very symmetrical and compact form. Quite hardy and a good grower. It is a very valuable variety. 75 cents to $1.50.

Early Vegetables.

Customers who have not the facilities, or who wish to avoid the trouble and expense of forcing what vegetables they require, can be accommodated with the following in season for setting out in the spring.

CABBAGE.—Wintered over in cold frames, $1.50 per 100.

CAULIFLOWER.—Wintered over in cold frames, $2.50 per 100.

The above may be planted in the open ground as early as April 1st.

CABBAGE.—Spring sown; plant out May 1st, 50 cents per hundred.

CAULIFLOWER.—Spring sown; plant out May 1st, $1.00 per hundred.

EGG PLANTS.—Large plants in 4 in. pots; planted out June 1st, $2.00 per dozen.

PEPPER.—Sweet Mountain; plant out May 15, $1.50 per dozen.

Tomatoes.

LARGE SMOOTH RED.—Plant May 1st, 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per 100.

CRIMSON CLUSTER.—New, fruiting in immense clusters. $10.00 per 100.

TROPHY.—New Prize Tomato; plants in pots $1.00 per dozen.
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Abutilon Thompsonii............. 3, 23
Arundo Donax.................... 4
Allysium.......................... 8
Achyanthus....................... 10
Ageratum.......................... 18
Artemesia Stellarius............. 18
Akebia Quinata..................... 22
Achillea.......................... 25
Asclapias........................ 25
Aloysia............................ 26
Asters, German.................... 27, 28
Antirrhinum....................... 28
Alternantheras................... 30
Aristolochia Sipho................. 40
Bocconia Japonica............... 5
Boussingaultia.................... 8
Bigonia Sandersii............... 18
Balsams........................... 20
Bouvardia......................... 26
Balm, Variegated.................. 30
Colocasia......................... 4
Canna................................ 5
Colesus............................ 8, 9
Centaurea......................... 14, 16
Cineraria.......................... 16
Carnations, Hardy................ 20
Double, Zonal New Lilliptian.. 14
Gold and Silver Margin........... 42
Pelargonium...................... 43
Gladiolus.......................... 19, 20
Gailardia.......................... 20
Gazania............................ 26
Gardenia Radicans Variegata..... 30
Cape Jassamine.................... 30
Greenhouse Plants............... 60
Hesperis Matronalis............... 8
Hemerocallis....................... 21
Hollyhocks, Double.............. 28
Honeysuckle, Japan.............. 25
Heliotropes....................... 45
Ivy, Variegated................... 17
Iberis, Sempervivens............. 21
Iris, Japan....................... 30
Japonica........................... 28
Lychnis Flos...................... 8
Lobelia............................ 11
Lily, Japan....................... 31
Lophospermum...................... 35
Lantanas.......................... 52
Maurandia.......................... 45
Maize, Japanese................... 5
Madeira; or Mignonnette Vine.... 16
Mimulus............................ 18
Myrsiphyllum...................... 21
Nierembergia...................... 20
Plants for Groups or Lawns..... 4
Panicum Plicatum (new).......... 8
Portulacca, Double............... 10
Pentaphyllum...................... 16
Pink................................ 16
Primrose Double, White.......... 21
Primus Sinensis................... 23
Petunias single................... 30
Double............................ 32, 33
Pansies............................ 34, 35
Phlox............................... 57
Roses, Hybrid Perpetual........ 45, 46, 47
Moss............................... 47, 48
Bourbon......................... 48
Tea................................ 48, 49
Briar.............................. 49
 Climbing, Hardy................. 50
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INDEX.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roses, Extra Fine French Standard</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Dwarf Standard.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shrubs, Hardy Flowering</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surplus Bedding Plants</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Salvia Splendens</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stevia Variegata</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solanum Jasminoides Variegatum</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sedum Fabarium</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Carneum Variegatum.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring Bulbs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tricytus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tube-roses, Double</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tropaeolum</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tritoma</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vincea</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Violets, Double</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verbena</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weggilias</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wisteria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zinnias Double</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evergreen Trees and Shrubs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fruits and Vegetables, Apples</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Apricots&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Grapes&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Nectarines&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Peaches&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Pears&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Plums&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Tomatoes&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Quinces&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Small Fruits, Blackberry</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Cherries&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Currants&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Gooseberries&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Raspberry&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Strawberry&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rhubarb Roots</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asparagus Roots</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vegetables, Early</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>